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INTRODUCTION

This manual is for a workshop entitled "Freeing Ourselves': -Removing.Internal
Barriers to Equality." It is a developmental.workshop for women that uses
both didactic and experiential'techniques to train participants to make
freer educational and career choices. .

The manual contains four parts:

Part I, for the workshop administrator, contains all the instructions
for operating the workshop

Part II, for workshop leaders, stemarizes the
'strategies to be used in the wor1hop

part'III, also for workshop leaders, consists
itself, providing an hollr-by-hour description
shop'S six units

subject matter and

of the curriculum
of each of the work-

Part'rV, for workshop participants, consists of a packet of materials
to be used or distributed during the workshop

The workshop itself:

is for a group of twelve4to eighteen women

. needs one to three trained women leaders

consists .of six two- hour- units

can be given independently or as part of an academic curriculum

can occur in a single block of time or over a- period of (at most)
weeks

The subject-of the-workshop is the internal psychological barriers b'5,- which,
because of the soe-ialization process, women use sex-role stereotypes to
impede their own educational and career development.

The objective of the workshop is to train women to develop their,own behav-
ior so as to be able to cope better with the working world, and-the curriculum
is based on the following assumptions;

Because of the socialization process., women learTto incorporate
within themselves a set of values, attitudes, and behaviors that'are

- culturally defined,as '!female." These behaviors often impede women's
full development as individuals.

xi 10
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The resulting barriers to equality are internalized and often
unconscious. External factorg-such as peer influence, overt dis-
.crimination, and male expectations reinforce the internal barriers.

Changes imexternal factors (e.g., laws, affirmative action) do
not necessarily mean that women are able.to respond to greater free-
doh or opportunities.

Even providing women with the skills to ach ieve equality is not
enough. Women need to recognize why they unconsciously avoid using
those skills.

Direct confrontation with internal barriers is generally, missing
from the content'o workshops for women.

Internal changes stem from changes in:

self-respect and self-esteem
the rules or ushaulds','learned as girls
communication styles
specific behaviors'

A change in any one of these areas generates changes in all the others.

Changes in women 'occur most easilr'in a learning environment that:

supports women's confrontation of their own Internaliied sex-
role stereotyping

encourages them'to discard behavipr that they view as restrict-
ing their development

provides them with new infOrmation and alternative role models

CONCEPTS IN THE CURRICIUM

The concepts underlying the curriculum are fully explained in Parts II and
III of this manual. V011owing,is a summary.

' Sex-Role Stereotyping
..

No woman can escape the sex-role stereotyping induced by the socialization
process. By adulthood, every woman acquires a set of values, attitudes,
-and behaviors that are consistent with the.sex role she is expected to play'
in society.

4

' These sex-role stereotypes tend to become so'internalized that a woman
P accepts:them as normal, natural, and'inevitable, even when they impede her

own development and worktio her disadvantage.

Only the.woman herself has the ultimate power to change her attitudes and
behaviors. She receives little help from institutional and societal atti-
tudes, which tend to inhibit nontraditional ctoices:

Xii



Damage to Development

,

The stereotype of the female sex role discourages women from being success-
ful in the working world. It rewards women for being noncompetitive and
passive and it discourages them from direct achievement.

The result is that women in the working world tend to have lower aspirations,'
more limited horizons, and poorer self-images than,men Women tend to
subordinate themselves and to chooSe vicarious or gwup-orlented achievement
over direct achievement, 'even at their own expense..

Damage to women's deVelopMent.is evident as early as elementary school and,
is, very obvious throughout later education and training choices. It affects.
a woman's choice of a job-or career, her behavior on the job, and -her advance-
ment in both status and income.

,

Objective data r eveal the damage, e.g., inequality in the earnings of men and
women; clustering by women in low paid, low-status jobs or, profess$Ons; and
Societal devaluation of female attributes:

Traditional female job'choiCes are outdated. Objective datashow women now
living longer, getting more education, spending less-time in the home, having .

fewer children, getting more divorces, working for many, more years,. and
emerging (statistically) as less able to depend on men and mare crucial. to
societal economics than ever before.

.

Sex-role stereotyping of self is simply no longer practical for most women
'in today's working world.

Undoing the Damage
,

.
.

, ..
.

TCescape sex-role stereotyping of themselVes, women need to learn to see
themselves simply (and when appropriate) asindividuals. \.

4 4

Free choice of alternative behaviors is the key to freedom in education
and work. ..

People who are free to choose among the feminine,masculine, &nd neutral'.
traits that all of us possess are more creative andflexible, and less fix;
ious, than those°who are either extremely 'Masculine or ,extremely.feminine.

°

People tan transcend their sex-role stereotypes when apprbpriate, Choosing .

adaptively, moving freely,. and perceiVing themselvesAS less limited by cul-
tural presctiptions for sex-role behavior than formerly.

-

,

This workshop provides a setting in
,

which a woman can, with skjilled guidance,
review her beliefs, see herself differently, and examine alternative way of
behaving on..,t(he.job or in education.

In the final unit, the workshop encourages a, woman to concentrate upon, and. .

change, a single value; attitude, or behavior. If she finds the experience
rewarding,. she will be equipped to make other changes on iwr own.

1



Nature of the Workshop

This workshop uses both didactic and experiential techniques. Its leaders
undertake some brief lecturing and provide handouts enabling choices to be
'understood'on the basis of informatiOn and reason. Structured exercises
provide the experience of translating ideas into actions, making alternative
choices meaningful.

Without being at all therapeutic in -the sense of traditional psychology, the
workshop allows,participants to experiment with new behaviors on the spot,
so that participants leave with some knowledge of the personal and emotional
significance of new choices.

The workshop should-not be used "propagandistically." No woman should be
required to change. The workshop-offers alternatives and encourages experi-
mentation, but it also accepts resistance to ehange as a legitimate choice.

The leaders must be female and experienced. Although the curriculum is
largely self-guiding, there can be no substitute for (a) a thorough knowledge
of basic women's issues and (b) experience as a group leader.

The workshop applies to all women who work or expect to work. Some make poor
educational or career choices because they know no better. Others find them-
selves trapped and angry. Still others Are impeded without knowing it,
limiting their opportunities by, unconscious and self-imposed restrictions.
On an intellectual level, many women believe themselves to be "liberated,"
but on an emotional and/or practical level are not. The workshop responds
to all groups;

This manual contains materials suitable for the following groups:

Professional, administrative, and manageria l women

CleTical, operative, and service workers

Students,

Older women

Minority groups

It is intended, however, that the leaders will add new materials suited for
the special groups with whom they work.

In sum, the workshop is not intended as a handbook of career choices or as
an informational exploration of educational alternatives; rather, it goes
directly to basic matters of attitudes, values, and behaviors that uncon-
sciously dominate choices: .And although the workshop leaders serve as
change agents for the participants, their objective is to make the partici-
pants change agents for themselves.

xiv
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PART I:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE WORKSHOP AEMINISTRATOR

Part I of this manual is primarily for the use of
the individual who will act as administrator of the
workshop. After giving a brief introduction to the
nature of the workshop, this section provides all
the information necessary for publicizing, organiz-
ing, operating, anciwevaluating the workshop. A '

"Schedule Checklist" concludes the section.

4

WORKSHOP SUMMARY

'

Workshop Objectives
t, 4t1.

This workshop, "Freeing Ourselves: Removing Internal Barriers to Equality,"
is a small-group, 12-hour model curriculum to aid women in overcoming self-

.,imposed barriers resulting fromAternal sex-role stereotyping. The, format ,

has been developed for adaptability as either a self-contained workshop or,
a module included in a larger curriculum (such as a course in counseling,
psychology, or adult education). Part I envisages the workshop as being.
offered independently of the larger curriculum.

The workshop has two objectives:
P

1. To provide an intervention process whereby women can directly face
their internal barriers to equality. These barriers are acquired
through the female sex-role socialization process and affect women
in their educational and vocational lives, in the form of:

personal attitudes

personal values

personal behaviors

A ,
2. To provide a supportive learning environment in which women can
0 confront their own internalized sex-role orientation and explore,

other ways of 'being"' that do not fit the prescription learned as
females:'

The "workshop is designed to be facilitated by women professionals who are
trained as group leaders. It is an intervention process for women, to assist
them in discarding those aspects of their socialization which restrict their
development as self-actualized persons and equal members of societ

441
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Workshop Elements

The main assumption of the curriculum is that internal changes can come
about through:

experiencing opportunities to raise self- respect

chanking rules, or "shoulds," learned as growing females'

'exploring (verbally and nonverbally) alternative communication
styles

.

exploring new behaviors and activities previously viewed as in-
`\ . appropriate for women

All elements Of the workshop are designed to encourage internal changes to
occur, without being "therapeutic" in nature. The workshop elements pro-
vide support, direction, information, and organization.. In no way do these
workshop components attempt to provide authoritative instruction on how "to
be" as a woman; rather, they are carefully structured to encourage explora-
tion and to facilitate changes appropriate for each individual participant.
Because of this, the curriculum is responsive to the personal styles and
beliefs of its leaders, who should be selected with care.

.

The Participants

The workshop is designed for adult women, 18 years and older. Theme optimal .

number of participants is twelve to eighteen women. Commitment by each
participant to the entire 12 hours is essential.

Once the Workshop begins, no visitors, observers, or outsiders should be
present, as their presence can seriously impede the atmosphere of the group.

All the worpen participating should be aware that the workshop belongs to
them. It is basically their responsibility to be as involved as they choose
and to focus on aspects of the issues of primary concern to them. During
the workshop, it is the participants who do most of the talking, sharing,
and experiential activities; the facilitators are present only to help by

. providing direction, information, guidance, support, and stimulus.

The, Facilitators

The workshop uses two or three facilitators, each skilled in women's issues
and group process. Many of the activities take place in 'smaller groups of
six to eight women each; thus, each smaller group is provided9direction and
support by one of the facilitators. The overall management of each unit
can be assumed by any one of the facilitatoy, depending on her individual
expertise and skill in the content area.

The facilitators' use ofa nonauthoritarian approach is essential. The
facilitators need to preserve a delicate-balance between encouraging

2
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exploration and discussion and not stifling or dominating participation.
Facilitators,have the responsibility for identifying problem areas, raising
difficult questions and issues, requesting participants to focus on specific
personal attitudes and behaviors, and generally serviig as a stimulus to the
entire process of removing sex-role stereotyping of self by the women.,

The facilitators should be trained professionals who have:

4 knowledge and sensitivity in female sex-role socialization issues

skilless in group procedures

They should ensure that all participants are involved and that all views
and experiences are respected. Facilitators must not dominate fEe activities
but should instead provide special knowledge and understanding of the sex-
role socializdtion of womenldnd the internalized barriers it creates.

The Manual

The manual provided to facilitators acts both as an information source and
as the structure for the-workshop. It'includes,the packet of materials to
be reproduced for each Orticipant. It is intended not to be used rigidly,
or dogmatically, but to befollowed catefully, as it is designed to elicit
from participants specific behavioral onimitments. Variations to accommodate ,

differing populations of women are included in. the workshop units to'pro-
videtroad application ;o the format.

These elements are intended to produce a'learning atmosphere well suited to
`adults concerned with their own personal and vocational development. The
atmosphere is informal and nonauthoritarian. The workshop appears lightly
structured, yet the 12 hours are busy.and intense., The ultimate objective
is togain a clearly definable commitment to a behavior change from each
participant--a eommitment'to act, not just to talk out.

WORKSHOP OPERATIONAL PLAN

Planning andpreparation for the workshop should e careful enough so that
the actual 12-hour process is unencumbered by inferruptions and,organiza-
tional problems, allowing everyone to,focus intently'on the subject matter
and learning experiences.: The operational plan that follows is in three
segments workshop preparation, workshop operation, and workshop evaluatiop
and follow-up--and, if followed closely, should eliminate most.organiza-
tional problems.

The objectives of the operational plan are as follows:

To publicize the workshop fully so that the target population is
aware of its availability

lo( To enroll participants by way of efficient and well-organizedinethods

3
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To correspond with participants ih order to e§tablish rapport and
provide information on enrollment, location, and time

To provide aCoNfortabl.e environment in which' the workshop will
take place

To have the necessary materials and supplies on hand for the smooth
functioning of the workshop

To provide staff before and during the workshop to prepare the facil-
ities, greet participants, and maintain the process within the time
structure established

To obtain evaluation and follow-up data

.

Workshop Preparation

,As the workshop administrator, you should ensure that.the following activi-
ties.are accomplished at least one month before the workshop begins.

Publicity

_7

One month before the workshop begins, mail brochures to all potential partic-
ipants. The.brochure should contain informationon the background and
purpose of the workshop, give the time and location, and include an enroll-
ment form. On pages 576 is a reproduction of the brochure used in the
developmental phase at Indiana University.)

#

Simultaneously,,see that posters are displayed in appropriate locations.
The posters should contain information on the background and purpose of
the workshops, give'the date, and include a phone number to call for,infor-
mation and/or registration.

Placing articles in newspapers and in newsletters read by the target popula-
tion is an additional method of publicity. Preparing a basic news release
(see page 7) will provide the media with information for wider publicity.'
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SAMPLE BR

The Indiana University, Bloomington, Office for Women's Affairs.will offer
eight workshops for all women at Indiana University during the second half
of the academic year 1978. The title of the workshops is FREEING OURSELVES:
DEVELOPMENTAL WORKSHOPS FOR WOMEN.

The workshops are funded by a grant from the U.S. DePariment of Education,
under the Women's Educational,Equity Act Program. Project codirectors are
Dr. Jessie Lovano-Kerr, Dean for Women's Affairs, IU Bloomington, and Dr:
Helen.V. Collier.

FOR INFORMATION,

CALL 337-0632

PARTICIPANTS

The workshops are intended for all faculty, staff, and students and/
will be given at no charge. Eight workshops will be offered. Sevefal
will consist of heterogeneous groups; others will consist of students
or staff or faculty. Two workshops will concentrate on the development
of women from minority racial and ethnic groups, and one will emphasize
the needsof women -over 30.

There will be a maximum-of eighteen participants in each workshop.

DURATION -

Workshops will be held during weekends (Friday evening and all day
Saturday), beginning in February and ending in June. The sessions
will.be held at the Center for University Ministry, 1514 East Third
Street. Commitment to and participation in the two sessions selected
are essential for the women enrolling.

WORKSHOP 1: February 17-18
. Mixed group of students, staff, and faculty

WORKSHOP 2: February 24-25

All students

WORKSHOP 3: March 10-11

All minority races (mixed student, staff, and faculty)

WORKSHOP 4: March 31-April 1

All ethnically diverse (mixed student, staff, and faculty)
WORKSHOP S: April 14-15,

All faculty

WORKSHOP 6: April-28-29
Al t women over 30 (mixed student, staff, and faculty)

WORKSHOP 7: May 12-13
, All-staff

WORKSHOP $: June 2-3
A standard workshop for a mixed group

TIMES: FRIDAY, 7:00-9:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, 9:00 a.i.-6:30 p.m.

EVALUATION

Under the terms of the Federal'grant,
the quality of the workshopas

must be evaluated. The workshops are intended to become national
models. Evaluation will concentrate on the concept of the materials
and on their relevance to participants, who will be asked for their
judgments. This will require the collection of some personal infor-
mation concerning each participant, but individdal confidentiality
will be strictly preserved.

18
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SUBJECT MUTER

By the time women become fully functioning adults, the process of
acculturation has led them to internalize certain attitudes, values,
and behaviors that work kgainst their full development in education
and work. Regardless of the presence or absence of external barriers,

Nlany worsen possess internal barriers that impede their advancement.
Women tend tq defeat--unconsciously--their own desires for full and
fair participation in educational,programs, in career choices; and
in the labor market. ,

The workshops will help women examine the ways in whic their sex-
role stereotyping of themselves affects their behavior; influences
their choices, and touches their advancement. The workshops will
teach warren skills for removing--or at least for recognizing--their.

^ internal barriers. They will help women to free themselves from
the patterns in which they g r e w up, t o e xamItheir past and present

rnselves, and to create such new patterns as desire. Workshop
activities will combine a sharing of information and participation
such as role playing and nonverbal processe;.

NORKSH7P LEADER\
6

The workshops will be conducted by Dr. Helen V. Collier, practicing
psychotherapist and program consultant, and former university staff
and,facultrmember. Serving extensively as a counseling and thera-
peutic consultant to women's programs, Dr. Collier is currently
preparing textbook materials on the counseling needs of women and
will use her materials in the workshops.

FREEING OURSELVES:

a

NNE

EEVELOPMEITAL

WORKSHOPS FOR WCREN

AGE PHONE

ADDRESS

DEPARTMENT 4: POSITICN

I PLAN TO ATrElp WORKSHDP 4(s) DATES

RETURN TO: OFFICE FOR WCMEN'S AFFAIRS, MEMORIAL HALL EAST, RM. 123
BLOOMINOTCN, INDIANA 47401
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SAMPLE NEWS RELEASE

GROWTH WORKSHOPS FOR ,WOMEN

t.

A series of eight workshops entitled 'Treeing Ourselves: Developmental
Workshops for Women" will be presented by the IU Office for Women's Affairs
this February through June.' The workshops will examine the internalized
barriers that prevent women from achieving theiftpotential and will teach .

the participants skills for recognizing.and removing their internal barriers.
The workshops will be directed toward helping women to free themselves from
the patterns in which they grew up, to examine their past and present selves,
and to create such new patterns as they desire.

The workshops will be conducted by Dr. Helen V. Collier, a practicing psycho-
therapist and program consultant. Dr. Collier, has served as a counseling
and therapeutic consultant to women's programs and has led many women's groups
at IU and other universities.

Faculty, staff, and students are invited to partic ate. There will be no
charge for the workshops, each of which will be 1. ted to eighteen partici-

o'pants. The workshops will be held at the Center for.University Ministry on
Friday evening and all day Saturday. Commitment to and participation' in'
the two sessions are essential for the women enrolling. A schedule,of the
workshops follows.

Workshop 1: Pebruary 17-18

Workshop 2: February 24-25

Workshop 3: March 10-11

Workshop 4:. March 31-April 1

,Workshop 5: April 14-15

4 ( Workshop April 28:29

Workshop 7: May 12-13

`Worshop 8: June 2-3

Mixed group of students, staff, and
faculty

All students

All minority races (mixed student,
staff, and faculty)

All ethnically diverse (mixed student,
staff, and .faculty)

All faculty

All women over 30 (mixed student,
stag:, and ftculty)

'All staff

A standard workshop Eor a 9.xed group

For registration and further information, please call 337-0632.

^
7
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Enrollment

Participants will enroll in the workshop by (a) marling in the form on the
brothure and (b) tblephoning you in response to publicity. Although some

, cancellations will probably occur as you.register participants, you should
make every'effor to ensure that eighteen women attKId all sessions.

By adhering to the administrative procedures listed below, you'can help
expedite the enr011mept process.

1. When registration is made by.telephone, fill in an enrollment form
at the time of the call. --

2. Date both mailed-in and phone-call enrollment forms so that the
first to respond are ensured, enrollment and so that you can-create
a fair waiting list.

3. Enroll the first eighteen women who apply. Start awaiting list
for subsequent applicants:

4. Send confirmaVon lettersi(see page 9) to those enrolled, letting,'-
them know that space. has been reserved for them'and emphasizing
that they are expbcted to attend all sessions.

5. Send waiting-list letters (see page 9) to those on the waiting list;'
apprising them of their status..

6. One week before the workshoWbegins, send a reminder (see page 9)
to those enrolled so that you can make a.final list of people who
will attend. Enclose with your reminder copies of the preliminary
fact sheets °(Worksheets 4 and 8 and,if applicable, Worksheet 5
and/oi. 6; see Part IV of this manual):

,

7. Anticipate, receiving some cancellations, and replace them as they
occur, using the waiting list.

a j

Note: -Experience hasAown t4at chalcging a registration fee, increases
attendance. If you decide tofchargel% fee, be sure to collect fees as a
deposit before 'the workshop, not on the day it starts. 'k

8

21
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SAMPLE CCNFIRMATICN LETTER

.
, i

.

We are writing to inform you that ut are reserving a in the wois
for women, .(title) . Since there are:wome on
waiting list, ut ask that if you cannot attend this workshop, you notify us'
by 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday, , (date) . If we &not hear fran yp, vie

NhOki expect to see you.

The workshop will be held at
from 7:00 p.m. to 9:30.p.m. on Friday night, to ; and from 9:00 a.m.
kto.6:30 p.m. on Saturday, date . Y comn t to the workshop in-

location)

cludes attendance at both t} ryand turday sessions.

Many of us will be bringing our lunchoniaturday.,Whyllon't you do tke

A
same, and be sure to wear comfortable clothing

a
to the workshop. c, -v

.
e

.We are looking forward Mseeing you.
. ,

Dear

6 iSinCerely,

SAMPLE WAITING-LIST LETTER

U

We are writing to Inform you that the scheduled workshop for women,
(title) , that yowafe interested in is Lull. We have put

YOur nave on a waiting list and will let you know if there is a cancella-
tion. If you haven't heard from us by Wednesdef,\, (date) ,, it means
that there uereno openings available.'

t

We appreciate pur interest and hope to be 'able to place you in the work-
shop you requested.

4

Sincerely,-

ye

I

--.-
SAMPLE REMINEER 12ITER °

....,
.

/ J.
Dear 1,

We are writing to remind you that.uti are reserving-a space for you in the
workshop for warren, . (title)'- - -

f - zr
Here are sane fact sheets we'd like you to look over before the workshop
"begins. Please bring them with you on Friday evening, (date) .

If you are unable to attend, please let us,know Do lateErthan 5:00 p.m.,
Wednesday, date) . ,;,

We're looking forward to seeiryou.
_.,/,

Sincerely,

4

00" :f 4.19
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Fapilities .Ar

.

Holding the workshop in a comfortable environment is a necessity. It is
. .

suggested that you consider the following points as you Seek a location.

A well-lit and airy room,qarge enough for participants to form a
comfortable circle and to Mow physical movement aboutthe room .

0 . Carpeting that is conducive to sitting on the floor (optional) and
to movement for activities (large pillows should be available if
women are to sit on the floor)

I

Ample wall space for a eet activities

Conveniently' located res'trooms

Facilities for making coffee and tea

'Materials and Supplies

Workshop materials consist of a sufficient cumber of workshop packets (Part IV
is a complete set, ready for 'reproduction) for participants and facilitators.

Workshop supplies include the, following:

.

Newsprint tablets (2' x-3' and x 2')

Cplored!marking pens (minimum: one per participant)

Pencils (minimum one per participant) Q.

Masking tape

Scissors

Tea'bags, instant coffee, cocoa mix, sugar, cream, cups, spoons,
napkins, and hot water

Workshop Operation

Experience conducting the.workshop has.yielded the following recommendations. .)

As administrator, you shoUld review these,guidelines and coordinate the tasks
with the workshop facilitators.

4, e workshop format should be followed as it is presented in the -.
rumanual. The format has been carefully constructed to produce a con-

tinuing flow and a gradual development of awareness-and skills.
_

(-- Care should be taken to begin and end sessions on time. Facilitators
Should'be flexible, yet as punctual as possible. The.breaks sched-
uled should not extend beyond 15 minutes.

*N.

10 24-I a
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Facilitators should arrive one hour prior to the workshop to Set
.

up the room.

The room should be arranged-for circular seating; wallshgts for
the first-session activities (see page 43) should be prepared and

'mounted; materials should be placed near the entrance for. distribu-
.

, tion; and'coffee/tea service should be prepared.
'7 , ..

All arrangements needto be finished 30 minutes before the opening
session, freeing facilitators to greet arriving participants and to

. disttibuteworkshop packets (see Part,W).

Each woman should sigh in on a registration form as she arrives, to
provide an accurate roster of all participants. (This roster can be
d6Plicated latercfor distribution at the end of the workshop, if
participants so desire.)

Maintaining a relaxed and open atmosphere-is- important throughout
the workshop. There should be no visitors. Facilitators should be.
present for the entire workshop, and they should make every. effort
to keep each woman actively involved at whatever level %comfortable
for her.

, Evaluation and Follow-up
,

%,
. t

As administrator, you thecoordinate the evaluation and follow-up efforts
of facilitators at theend 6-f.the workshop.

02

-

All evaluatiokinstruMents, including the follow -up instrument, used by the
,

pildt project re reproduced on pages 12-21. YOu are encouraged to work
with facilitators in revising and maiiing additions or deletions in these ilf-
struments so*that.you can dtain relevant iniormation on the population you

..,are serving. .,

`..
.

'

You should see that follow-up instruments are mailed to participantsg4 or 5
weeks after the workshop and that-reminders are sent about 2 weeks later.
Besure to enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope with the follow-up
instrument in order-to ensure as large vresponse as possible from the par-, .ticipants. ..

.

a
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Group Social Security Number
(last four digits) .

Evaluation Instrument #1
-0

"Freeing Ourselves'' 0'

DEVELOPMENTAL WORKSHOPS FOR 1MEN

Office for Women's Agairs
February/June 1978

Conducted by Dr. Helen V. Collier

4

1. Age

2. Race and/or ethnicity

3. Marital status (check one): Single 'Married Divofced.

Separated Widowed

4. Children: None 'Number of children Ages of'children

5. Residencel(check one): Campus housing Off-campus housing,

.

,..

6: -Position (stafcand faculty only):

Title

Department:-

4 '50001.,

7. Position (students only):

Undergraduate (circle one): Firstyear,

Sophomore, Junior, Senior

Graduate (circle one): .Maser's, Doctor's

Field of ;study:

Department:

School:

8. Annual income level heck one):

Under $5,000 $5,000-8,000 : $8,000-10,000

$10,001-15,000 ,$15,001-26,000 , Over $20,000 .



1.

9. Consider the followingpossible reasons for attending the Workshop, and
indicate how important each reason is to you personally.

Scale of 1 to 5: 1 = Very important; '5 = Not important

Please circle one response for' each item.

°

1 2 3 4 5

3. 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 Z 3 .4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 '5

1 2 '3' 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

-

1. To leai-n to recognize how sex-role stereotyping
has affected me as aworker/student

2. To develop skills for cnieripaing these barriers.

3. To explore my professional'Iife in a supportive
`environment that_is nondisciiminatory

4. To be with womerivh6 pay be role models for me'

5. To try new forms of behavior in a' nonthreatening
setting

6.* To be with other women in a group

8,

To share with other women experiences we haw,.
in common

aber

ma

0
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Group Social Security Number

Evaluation Instrument #2

"Freeing Ourselv
DEVELOPMENTAL WORKSHOPS FOR WOMEN

Office for Women's Affairs
February/June 1978

Conducted by Dr. Helen V. Collier

(last four digits)-

Please respond tatlie following statements on the basis of whether you
strongly agree (SA), agree (A), are undecided (U), disagree (D), or strongly
disagree (SD). Put a check mark on the appropriate line

1. As a result of this workshop, I haie
close)y examined how my educational' and
career aspirations, beliaviors, and atti-
tudes have been affected by sex-role
stereotyping.

2. The workshop did not deal with the issues
'that were particularly important to me.

3. In spite of the workshop, I'm not clear
When and how I act as if I am powerless.

4. The order in which the workshop activities
took place was appropriate forme.

With the held of the workshop, I learned
some ways to consider and question afec-
t'vely the "shoulds" in my life.

6. The role playing was very helpful in work,
ing Out specifics for using my power.

7. The fact sheets helped me to bedome aware
of my own worker/student situation,

8. I received what I expected and/or wanted
i from the workshop.

; . .

. 9. I' would have,preferred to deal with,other
issues discussed in the introductory
session, rather than with the issues pre-
sented.

b

--14

SA A U D SD

27



10.- The books in the bibliography appear
valuable and important to my situation.

11. "Widening our aspirations and goals" was
an issue of particular pertinence for me.

12. The nonverbal exercises on sex-role '

stereotyping were helpful to me in con-
sidering my own behaviors and attitudes.

13. The worksheets were not helpful with the
activities and behaviors dealt with in
the workshop.

'

14. The time schedule of the workshop (an
evening and an all-day session) was
convenient.

SA A U D SD

O

15. The wrap-up, including the implementa-
tion sheet, was a useful summary for me,

16. 'Learning about my own feelings of living
by "should" rules and learning ways of
'combating them were of prime importance
to me.

17 /The order-or format.of the workshop didn't
seento flow or connect well.

18. The workshop did not provide me with useful
skills for overcoming my own sex-role
stereotyping.

19. During the workshop,. I felt that I was in
comfortable and supportive surroundings
for exploring my sex-role stereotyping of
self.

20. I felt that when I had a contilUida.4*,,--,,
make, I had an opportunity to make it.

;

21. Of all the materials used, I found the following to be th -"St helpful
and important (check. only one):

Bibliography Worksheets

Fact sheets Implementation for change information

42. Of all the materials used, I found th following to be the least helpful
and important (check only one):

Bibliography Worksheets

Fact sheets Implementation for change information

" 23
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23. Of all the topics covered in'the.lkshop, I found the following to be

the most helpful and important (check only one):

Nonverbal communication

Myths about ourselves as women

Devaluation of ourselves as women

Lowered aspirations as women

Inferior Status and .powerlessness

Communicating wants, needs, goals, and feelings

Implementing change in our lives

24. Of all the topics covered in the workshop, I found the following to be
the least helpful and important (check only one): _ . _ _ _ _ _

Nonverbal communication

,Myths about ourselves as women

Devaluation of ourselves as women

LaWered aspirations as women

Inferiorstaius and powerlessness

Communicating wants, needs, goals, and feelings

Implementing change iri our lives

25. Of all the various. workshop segments, I found the following to be the

most valuable for me (check only one): .

Introductory session

HandoUts for activities

Materials on commitment to change

Activities on power

Activities on how I devalue myself and view myself as incompetent

Activities on widening our aspirations and goals

Activities on the "shoulds" in my life,

Activities on networking

Nonverbal behavior communicating my sex-role stereotyping

Contact and involvement with other women

29
16



26. Of all the various workshop segments, I found the following to be the
least valuable for me (check only one):

Introductoryisession

Handouts for activities

Materials on commitment to change

Activities on power

Activities on how I devalue myself and view myself as incompetent

Activities on widening our aspirations and goals

/
Activities on the "shoulds" in my life

Activities on networking

Nonyerbal behavior Communicating my sex-role stereotyping

Contact and involvement with other women

27. Issues thatil thought should have been ddalt with, but weren't, in the
workshop were the following:

28. Some changes in my behavior as a student /worker that I could implement
might be (check those which apply):

.Form a support group
.

Explore a new job or job advancement

Explore a new major field of study
a .

Read in a new area

Take a class in a different field
o

Practice new communication skills-

Try a new behavior I formerly considered not suitablefor women

Ask for a raise

Enroll in a workshopto gain additional'skills

(There are many other possibilitiis; these are only suggestions.)

17,

30
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AP
29. A specific behavior change or an activity that I am going to implement

30. Following are additional ideas, suggestions, or comments I have about
the workshop:

I

1.8

L
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Group Social Security Number

(last four digits)

Evaluation Instrument #3

"Freeing Ourselves"
DEVELOPMENTAL WORKSHOPS FOR WOMEN

' Office for Women's Affairs
February/June 1978

ebnducted byDr. Helen V. Collier

We are very interested in your current reactions to our'workshop, now that
approximately 5 weeks have passed since you were a participant.

After writing the last four digits of your Social Security number in the top
right-hand corner ofthis form, please answer the following questions accord-
ing to your feelings and attitudes now. When.you have responded to all the
questions, please put the form intoae envelope provided and drop itginto
the campus or U.S. mail'.

at
We do appreciate,your input. It's very important to the total project outcome.

1. Of all the materials used in the workshop, which are you notb finding to be
the mist helpful and important (check only one)?

Bibliograpily Worksheets
-

Fact sheets .Implementation for change information

2.//Of all the materials used in workshop, which are you now,finding to
be the least helpful and imp tant (check only one)?

Bibliography Worksheets

Fact sheets, Implementation for change information

4 3. dit all the topics covered in the workshop, which has become the most
helpful and important to you now (check only one)?

Nonverbal communication

hs about ourselves as women

Devaluation of ourselves as women

Loitered status and powerlessness

Communicating wants, needs, goals, and feelings

Implementing ohange in our lives

19 32'
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4. Of all,the topias covered in the workshop, which has become the least
helpful and important to )cou naw (check only one) .:x..

'

.
. .

Nonverbal communication
I.

Myths about ourselves as women

Devaluation of ourselves as women

Lowered status and powerlessness.

4 Communicating needs, wants, goals, and feelings

1 Implementing change in our lives ,

v

5. Of all the various wOrkshop'segments, which have you found to be the most
valuable currently (check only one)).

Introductory sessi

Handouts for activities

Materials on commitment to chaiT

Activities on power
it

Activities on how- I devalue myself and view myself as incompetent

Activities on widening our aspirations and goals

Activities on the,-"shoulds" in mlife

Activities on networking .

ti

Nonverbal behavior copmunicating mr sex-role stereotyping

1014

..ct and involvement with other warren .

.! workshop segments, which have you found to be least
. ently (check only'one)?,

6. Of all
valuable

Introductory session

Handouts for activities

>

Mhterials ontanmitment to change

Activities 'on power

Actittities on how I pvalue myself and view myself as incompetent

Activities on*widening our aspirations and goals

ActiViti6s on the "shoklds" in my life

I
r-

33
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Activities on networking

Nonverbal behavior communicating my sex-role stereotyping

?r--
Contact and involvement with other women 4,

7. On the implementation sheet at the end of the workshop, you said you
Would nake.a changer Please complete this sentence, checking the re-
sponse that,applies:' In my c9mmitment to behavior change, I

Have not begun working on the change, but intend to

Have barely begun working on a change

Have made a good start at working on a change

Have completed thechange(s)

Have no intention of making any change(s)

Have.made other changes that I did not previously consider, which
are:

- . . -

8. Inactual1y implementing the change(s), how did YOutfeel (check only one)?

Very comfortable Uncomf6itable

/
Comfortable Very uncomfortable

. Unaware of my feelings at that time

S
.1

9. Were there circumstances,id your planned behavior change taLtinterTered
with its being implemented? If so, what were they?

10. Please listbelow any-additiorial comments or suggestions. We welcome them.

40
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SCHEDUtE CHECKLIST

The following checklist is the main working document for the workshop. It
lists all the major actilkities to be'performed by personnel.organiiing the
program. Responsibility for completing the checklist rests with you as
administrator of the workshop, so you should adapt the-checklist to suit
your own needs.

0

t .k.

The checklist covers a period of 8 to 10 weeks, from the6initial decision to
hold theworkshop until the conclusion., -

:4

Date Date -0

Scheduled__ Performed- --Pre--workshop Activities

Obtainkorkshop manual

/

' c f

Identify potential population for partici-
pation

Select dates for workshop

Select and reserve facilities

Prepare'publicity one month beforehand, in
the form of:

1. i;rochures

2. News releases

Reproduce workshop materials and epluation
and follow-up instruments p

o

Begin and monitor enrollment

Complete enrollment and maintain a 4aiting
list

0

'

Send-confirmation letters to those-Who
have enrolled

Send waiting-list letters to apprise sub-
sequent applicants of their status,'

Send reminder letters and preliminary fact
sheets to participants enrolled

Repfacecancellations with names from the
waiting list

Assemble all necessary supplies
r-

1)t-
22,
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'Date Date
Scheduled Performed Workshop Activities

. . _

'
.

.1. Prepare the facilities

Have each particip ,t complete a registra-
tionsform upon ival

I

, Prepare final rbsteriof
P

participants

Collect
.
pre-evaluatign information

, Conduci'ehd-of-wOrk'shop evaluation

'Date Date
`Scheduled Performed ., Post-workshop Activities .

.

Send follow -up instrument 4 to 5 weeks
after workshop

a
-.Monitor .instruments returned

Send reminder letters 2 weeks later

-Tabulate all information and evaluation

4'

/'

)4,

xegultsc

Analyze data

.11

r*
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PART II:

INSTRUCTIONS F1OR WORKSHOP LEADERS

Part II of this manual is for those who will lead the workshop.
First, it summarizes the curriculum presented in Parts III and

\-IY, emphasizing the rationale behind each of tit curriculum's
six units and the structure of the workshop procesi. N9ct, it
Suggests strategies appropriate to the subject matter and to
different kinds of learners. Finally, it provides a resources"
section 'of demographics data, references cited, and suggested
readings.

(

rifQ.

o

CURRICULUM RATIONALE /

Workshop Objectives

The workshbp has two broad objectives:
66

1. To provide an intervention pfocess whereby women Can 'directly face
their internal barriers to equalitythe personal attitudes, values,
'and behaviors that affect their educational and vocationaLlives

2. To provide a supportive learning environment in-which women can
confront their own internalized sex-role orientation and explore
other ways of "being" that do not fit the prescription learned

. as female

Mord specifically, the workshop is designed:

1

1. To increase sef-awareness and self-esteem

2. To teach skills,for changing and behaving ii different ways

3. To provi de information essential to increasing awareness and to
changing behaviors

-
. .

o -$
1 ,

Curriculum Concepts
s

..

, °'\
, . , 1

. .

To understand the structure and purpose of this curriculum, workshop leaders
^ need to understand eight concepts that underlie the selection of materials

_,..and exercises. ,

. -,

C

25,
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Sex -Role Conditioning

On Wallsheet 1 (page 98) appears a chart that depicts the process by which
society conditions both women and men into acceptance of prescribed sex
roles (Smith, 1968). All societal institutions cooperate to the end of ha
ing individuals internalize certain beliefs. These beliefs_in,_turn determine
the emotions with which people are comfortable, their personality traits,
-their vocational inclinations, their goals, the ways they relate to peers
and to authority, the responsibilities they expect themselves to assume,

---.., and, above all,'how they define their individual identity. The bagic assJmp-
tion of the workshop curriculum is, that meaningful change in education or
career is made more.easily if the entire socializati,on process is understood.

1

'The_workshop curriculum focuses onthe ways in which sex-role conditioning
results in inequality .for women in the culture. The basic concept is ex- ."

pressed by Jean Lipman-BluMen (1975, who sees socialization for women as a ' ;
process of "cooling out," or of deciding not to pursu' the kinds of external,

:4

instrumental, and direct-achievement roleTacouraged in males. Women are
___--1

Y' channeled into internal, expressive, passive, and "vi rious-achievement",
'l

Sex,Role Inequality
r-

roles. Society's encouragement of roles is reflected in such matte's
as overt job discrimination, sex typing of jobs and,, career choices, lack of
role models for vipme., the old boys' network, and the protégé system ambng
males. Even more important, women themselves erect internal;belief struc-
tures that fit the socialization process. These structures reveal themselves
in such matters as lowered aspirations, limited horizons, poor self-ippage,

. and feelings of powerlessness. The result is-that it is less likely for a
woman than for.a man to "succeed" or "realize herself" in educational and
career choices and in the job market.

411P

Stereotypes and Sexism

Traditionally, the stereotypes of femininity and masculinity are traits at
the opposite ends of the pole: WOmen should be soft and nurturant; men
should be strong and self-reliant. Women are passive and incompetent; ten
are active and competent. Woman's place is in the home; man's place is in
the working world. Women are not at all aggressive; men are very aggressive..
Motivation for achievement,- intelligence, and competitiveness are masculine;
women having these traits,tend.to feel less than feminine, Nurturing, emo-
tionalism, sensitivity, and caring are feminine raits; women not having
these traits tend to feel less than feminine. or further details, see
Wallsheet 3, page 100.)

The Ev4dence of Dysfunction

4

The usual tendenty of public debate is to see feminine and Mhsculine behaviors
as "good" or ''bad" and to see women as behaving "like men" or "like women."
The workshop curriculum seeks to avoid this fruitless debate by establishing

- 1

*
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that many traditionally "female" behavio rs are simply dysfunctional in today's
society. Many women need no longer engage in these behaviors, for the most
practical (not theoretical) of reasons, and other women suffer economically
and psythologically because their practical situation hake such behaviors
obviously damaging. For large portions of a.woman'S life, traditionally
feminine behavior may simply be irrelevant or, worse, destructive. The point
is made by demograihic, sociological, and economic data, rather than by argu-
ment. The data show that women are living longer, getting more education,
spending less time in the home, Workinglonger and in a greater variety of
occupations, working out of necessity' rather than,sboice, having more mar-
riages amifewer childreD, and so on--all cOracteristics which make'the
traditional_sex-role preItriptiOn gut of date.N.,,(For precise data, see
pages.390.)

A

Androgyny
4

One method of working around the process of sex-role Socialization is to see
all human beings as in some sense a mixtureof characteristics that society
describes as "male" and "female," i:e., as being to some extent androgynous.
The concept of androgyny as advanced, for instance, by Bem (1975) is that in
any society. there are masculine, feminine, and neutral traits, and that the an-
drogynous person (male or,f4male) can choose from any category, those behaviors
which are best'suited to any particular situation. Additionally, Bem found
that androgynous people are move creative and flexible and less anxious than
extremely masculine or extremely feminine ioeople-are. The workshoP curriculum
emphasizes the element of choice revealed byfthis-concept. 'Behaviors are seen
less as masculine or feminine than as appropriate or inappropriate to the in-
dividual'S needs. 4

Sex-Role Transcendence

,

The concept of sex-role transcendence--as developed by Hpfner et al. (1974)-,-.--
is 'explained by a model depicting three stages"of personal development. 'Early
childheock the,first stage, is seen as a stageof undifferentiated sex roles,
wherein tIN child has no clear conception of the behaviors that are encouraged .;

or restricted culturally because of biological gender. In the second stage,
sex-role polarization occurs: The child feels the need to follow prescrip-
tions for behaviors, thoughts, and feelings appropriate to her or his sex,
and in this thechild is encouraged by cultural'institutions. In the third
stage, the individual transcends the polarization,,moves freely from situation
to'situation with behaviors and feelings that'are appropriate and adaptive,
does not restrict choices according to rigid adherence to sex-role characteris-
tics, and behaves. and feels according ,to her or his personal needs as a whole
individual, rather than as a woman or a man only. --in-the final session of
the workshop curriculum, participants should at least begin tot-experience the
effects of transcending the sex-role.

The FaCpitato;s as Change Agents

The curriculum, requires the workshop leaders to act partly as4instructors,
' partly as group leaders, but mostly (and very purposefully) as change agents.
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4 The workshop is designed to be led by professional women facilitators,
,

. . .

, helping other womem move toward greater equality in society, and using them-
selves both as professionals and as women. The facilitators must therefore'
be knowledgeable about the basic psychological issues of feminism and interr
ested in bringing about attitudinal and behavioral change for women.. By
using the professional skills acquired from thei specialized training, the
workshop leaders can help other women remove their ternal barriers to
equality..

.

The curriculum as a whole creates a process of interventio n the'livesiof
the participants. The role of the.facilitators is twofold: (a) to serve as

socializing agents in teaching and reinforcing methods Of removing sex-role
stereotypes froM,one's own life and (b) to present alternative attitudes and
behavior models. The facilitators' goal is to,entourage a visible, measurable
change in the behavior of each participant -a change that,will lead the woman
to greater advancement in the educational dr working world. Toward this end,
the facilitators work to counteract the sex-role socialization process.

Of course, internal change cannot readily be induced In'irthe outside. The
decision 'as to what changes the individual participant-rdIrinake in her own
aife is up to her,'entirely, but the premise of the workshop is that most
women will begin the procegs of change best when they are supported by other
women, and especially when, they are supported by professional facilitators ,

who understand the entire process.

It would be unwi ! to use the curriculum propagandistically. The process of
change is sift', nd the turrituluM has been carefully designed to move women
to the point Of making a measurable behavioral, change easily, rather than
merely togiir them up with fresh concepts. The.-professional woman facilital_
for can, if she is patient, introduce the participants tothe nature ofthe
whole change process, focusing on a single attitude; value; and behavior as
an example of how a participant can choose to move to greater.' equality. The
"ideas" in the curriculum are best comprehended by on-the-spot experiences
in which the participant can try out the change for ,ihrself and receive feed-
back frowlithers.

,,Th6Model for Change if

The basic aeory of the change process that the curriculuM uses comes loosely
from Gestalt psychology and particularly from the work of Satir -(1976). The .

premise is that when an individual approaches making,a change, the change
can come from 'four directions:

1. Self-esteem: How do.I feel about myself?

- 2. Communication: How am I communicating, both verbally an Tonyerbally?

c,3. Rules,, of "shoulds": What are the rules; or "shoulds," that guide
me?

- 4. Behavior risks: What new behaviors am I willing to risk? k

I
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The chahge can start in any one of these four positions; it then spreads to
the other three, i.e., choose any one and it influences the others. For ex-
ample, a change in the rules, or."shoulds": "A woman should always place her
significant others over herself when making choices" becomes "A woman may
put herself first when making choices." Already there is a change in self-
eAeem, communication, and behavior risks. A change in communication influ-
ences behavioral risk-taking, rules, and self-esteem. A change in self-esteem
makes a change in rules, communication, and behavioral risk-taking. And a
behavioral risk creates change in self-esteem, communication, and the rules.

On,the.basis of this model, the .curriculum alloys' for the selection of activi-
ties that provide experiences of changing self-esteem, communication, rules,
and behavioral risks.

'Jhe abundance of information and activities generated over the workshop's
12 hours can overwhelm a woman. To avoid that, the curriculum makes constant
reference to the change model, to explore which of the four directions of
change might be worked with (see Wallsheet 2, page 99). In the end, each
participant will choose only one of the four directions to change, and will
choose only one behavior to reflect that change, with the assumptions that
(a) change in one direction kicks off change in all.the others and (b) when
the chosen behavior is'learned and is well in place; a woman can return to
the worl.gshop_materials and choose another change to work on.

weWorkshop Subject Matter r

The foellowing sectibn presents the rationale for selecting the particular
, topics covered by the six units of the curriculum and not'other topics.
Selecting keissues from the last amountof research on the effects of the
sex-role socialization processA, women is a complex task. Choosing four
major areas from the array, and then blendihg them into a total package, was
the single largest task facing:the agiculum deve1opers. An extensive re-
view ofthe literature suggested that the followihg concepts dominate the
field: passivity; leaPhed dependence; low self-esteem; low achievement
motivation in the educational and working worlds; powerlessness; self-

osed limitations; ambivalence and conf2i4;.sex-typed job acceptance;
absence of lohg-term planning; and reactiveness versus activeness. All of

.these concepts,have been blended into the curriculum's six units.

fihe principle. of organization is to set up a conceptual framework in Unit 1,
fit together the pieces of the puzzle in Units 2 through 5, and then gear up
for action in Unit 6. The purpose of the individual units is described below.

.1.

,

Unit d: Women and Sex-Role Stereotyping of, Self

The p&pose of Unit 1 is to set the stage. In the early 1980s, many women
believe, intellectually, that they are liberated and that they do not impose
'Sexism orethemselyes. They. also see external sources.of sexism as being
weaker than before. The purpose of this unit, therefore, is to create for
participants' an opportunity to look at the true ramifiCations of sex-role

tc.
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stereotyping of self at a level deeper than that of slogans or statutes.
Participants should, in ,Unit 1, move through the outer layers of self and
consider some behaviors that indeed say, "I am a woman and therefore should
or should not . . ." This unit is aimed at participants' beginning to per-
sonalize the idea of sex-role stereotyping of self. It also permits par-
ticipants, through a supportive atmosphere, to deny that they stereotype
themselves, even as they admit that other women do--an.important tactic at
fhiS early stage.

Unit 2: Devaluing Ourselves

The first basic concept to be presented is the devaluation of women in our
society. Both men and women have been shown to view women's traits and
abilities as inferior (Broverman et al., 1972; Feather and Simon, 1975).
Almost universally, higher status is givgn to_maleness than to femaleness.
Women tend to devalue the work of other women (Goldberg, 1968; Pheterson,
Kiesler, and Goldberg, 1971) and to attribute competence in women to outside
factors such as luck or chance (Deaux and Emswiller, 1974; Frieze et al.,
1975). Women still prefer to have male rather than female children (The
Spokeswoman, 1978).

Understanding this concept is the first step in the process represented by
the subsequent units. The topic deals with a very basic sense of self and
explores how we view and devalue ourselves on the basis of biological iden-

, tity. The basic question.it poses it this: If we accept society's view of
our femaleness as inferior, how can we aspire to heights and to equal
achievement? This unit begins the process of focusing on specific forms
of sex-role stereotyping o4 self. Participants explore their acceptance of
the societal view that women's traits and abilities are inferior and that
women are second-class citizens. Behaviors, attitudes, and values reflect-
ing this devalued status as being natural, by virtue of being female, are .

explored through role playing and group discussion.

Unit 3: Lowered Aspirations
"*.

The major career and educational consequence of the devaluation of women is
lowered aspirations. Compared with men of the sameintellectual ability,
women consistently choose less prestigious occupations or professions re-
quiring less education and responsibility. Evidence of lowered aspirations
appears in the job patterns of women., Most women workers ,(age 14 or older)
cluster in four occuptiolial areas: cleriFal (35 percent); professional/
technical (16 percent); operative (12 percent); and service (18 percent)
(U.S. `Department of Labbr, l380). The --3a est Census Bureau "figures on .in-
come sh women earning 59 cents for each dollar earned by men.

---1 .4

Low as ations are also reflected in the lack of long4term planning charac-
teristic of women's career patterns or work, lives (Hennig and Jardim, 1977).
The unit therefore tackles these related problignas the first step out of
the sex -role socialization process-,as the firgt road map around the par-
ticipants' internal barriers.
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ynit 4: Power: New Alternative Styles for Women

The concept of power strikes strong responsive chords in women, whether they
like it or not. Tbis unit is therefore an upward step, flowing naturally
from the previous two units. It focuses on the ways women perceive themselves
in working situations, systems; and institutions and on the ways in which they
play out therein the attitudes, values, and behaviors learned through sex-rgle
socialization.. By concentrating on the sense of power in the working situa-
tion only, the curriculum at this point makes a crucial choice of direction
toward its objective, i.e., it does not deal with power issues, in other areas.

Powerlessness is presented in terms of°the "styles" learned by women as.being
appropriate for-their sex. Thesd styles are demonstrated both verbally and
nonverbally (see Frieze and Ramsey, 1976; Gornick and Moran, 1971; Johnson,
1976). The unit explores the ways participants perceive power and exposes the-_
negativeCencepts many women have'learned: power as "bad," for example, or
pow r as an entity, i.e., if someone has power; - someone else must lose it
(Mi ler; 1976).

jq <

Unit 5: Building Support Systems and Networks

It is perilous for 6 woman to begin making changes in her self-perceptions),

to raise her aspirations, and to change-her style of being in the working
world despite existing-discrimination, unless she has some external support.
There is no need for her to fe01 isolated and alone while she undertakes
change. The alternative is foi.' women to develop various forms o group
cohesiveness. "Bonding" is.an integral part of the normal male development
in work situations, and it must become normal for women, too, if they are to
move toward equality.

If arousing consciousness of sex-role stereotyping is the first goal of the
workshop, then arousing consciousness of group bonding is the second, recip-
rocal, and equal goal. Building support systems and "networks" that include
men as well as other women is a skill. The curriculan. concretely demonstrates
how to build networks that provide information and'resources; how to make in-
roads into the sources of institutional power; and how to create support systems
among other women through the systematic development of informal. groups, or-
ganizations, and personal relationships.

0

At this point in ,the curriculum, pa are making analyses of alA-.1
decisions about their own working lives.

Unit 6, Change. and Implenientation

Th' final step in the workshop is for each participant to take all the in-
sights from the previous units and to choose a single behavioral change that
at this time is the most relevant for her to put into action. Each woman's
choice is shared with the group; the other women and tht facilitators act as
sounding.boards and offer alternative suggestions. The participant's choice
then becomes a public commitment to change in that single behavior or activity.

o 31
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This experiencOs a demonstiation:of (a) the way a woman can become her
own change agent, as she personally &Totes the behavior shaping in which'
she wishes to engage,-qnd (b) support building, as the group ac;s to clarify
and support her choice.

Workshop Schedule

The schedule of the workshop is flexible. The workshop consists of 12 actual
participation hours,:which can be covered in.a weekend or spread in weekly
sessions over 6 weeks-, according to local needs. It is essential that extended

. breaks of more than one week between sessions not take place. The following

is one possible schedule:

'First Day

7:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m.

Second Day

h:30 a.m. 10:,30 a.m.-

10:30 a.m. 10:45 a.m'.

10:45 a.m. 12:45 p.m.

12:45 p.m. 2:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Third Day

,Unit 1: Women and Sex-Role Stereo-
typing of Self

Unit 2: Devaluing Ourselves

Break

Unit 3: Lowered Aspirations

Lunch

Unit 4: Power: New Alternativie Styles

for Women

A, 8:30 a.m. ,10:30 a.m. Unit Building Support Systenis;and
'Networks

10:30 a.m. 10:45 a.m.

,1Q:45 a.m. 12:45

Mlf

Bteak

Unit 6: Behavior Change and ImiAp-
mentation

Note: Formal and informal evaluation results of the pilbt project indicate
when the weekend schedule is used, conscious assimilation of the emgri-

'ence by the participants begins one day to several.days'after completion of
the workshop.
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LEADERSHIP TECHNIQUES

Instructional Strategies

The instructional strategies used in the workshop are all aimed at creating
a supportive learning environment in which women can confront their own
internalized sex -role orientation and explore alternative ways of viewing
self, of communicating, of behaving, and of choosing rules to govern their
lives. '

The following instructional strategies have been designed to help you, as
workshop leaders, achieve these goals.

1. Use the experiences and expertise of the women as often and as con-
sciously as possible,, viewing and working with them as equals and
as valuable persons.

2. Combine (a) didactic techniques, to provide external resource infor-
mation otherwise unavailable, and (b) experiential techniques, to
provide individual learning by doing. Didactic techniques can'in-
corporate presenting facts, research findings, and expertise, while
experiential techniques can include role playing, group discussion,
nonverbal processes,. dyadic interchanges, and charting.

3. Use simplified materials as worksheets" so that you can provide a
structure for generating relevant activities withoutovercontrolling,
the content,ot treating participants as passive learners. s-

4. Maintain an informal, relaxed learning atmosphere in which .each woman
has ample opportunity to share; to be heard; to explore her own val-

., ues, beliefs, and behaviors without ridicule or condemnation; and
to experience all of these with other women.

5. Use ample research information, reference materials, and reading
recommendations to provide instructional authority, while simul-
taneously allowing each participant the freedom to hick and, choose
what is relevant and important for her.

6. Encourage each participant to choose, from-the many possibilities
in her life, one activity or behavior change to implement--knowing
that the package of materials Will provide bother change optionS
in the future.

Role of the Leaders

The workshop can be given by any professional who is trained in women's is-
sues

4 5

and group process. It'is, however, essential that the facilitators be
wanen, for the following reasons:
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The facilitators share with the participants the common experience
of growing up ,female in the culture

The presence of males can contribute to,the playing out of tradi-
tional sex roles rather than to confronting them

The focus of the workshop content is not on interpersonal or external
relationships, but rather on internal psychological consciousness
and growth

Facilitators must have expertise in the internal impact of females sex -role
socialization; such skill'and awareness are not guaranteed simply by one's
sex. In addition, skill in the facilitation of didactic and experiential-
group process is imperative. No lecturing is necessary, add in fact, lec-
turing is not-recommended. . Being overly authoritative will stifle participa-
tion by women and drastically reduce the relevance of the'experience.

The leaders' tasks are:

1. To structure the workshop by controlling the duration, sequence,
and nature of the processes in each unit. The manual is the facil-
itators' main-guide. It is designed as a'series of units that may
be'allotted the time designated or developed in greater depth.

2. To be flexible. Facilitators should lead discussions and experi-
ences but not overly control content and responses. The idea is
to move with the expetise and concerns of the women.

3: To ensure that all participants are as active as they are able to
be and that personal disclosure and personal,exploration of thoughts,
feelings, wants, and needs are.not rejected but respected. Outside
the workshop setting, confidentiality should be maintained.

4. To plan carefully how to adapt the manual to the needs of the, par-
ticular group of women participating. Variations in workshop
content and activities for various populations are noted in each
unit.

5. To follow the sequence of the, manual carefully. The design provides
continuity and ever-expanding personal awareness and skills develop-
ment.

6. To recognize that denial and resistance are'important initial steps
in the process of ultimate selfTacceptande and behavior change.
Resistance he issues presented occasionally occurs. Although
leaders need to accept the expression of depial, their role is one
of recognition of denial, rather than agreement with itwhich
could diffuse the workshop's impact.

The leaders' obligations' are as follows:

1. To ensure that t4p information disseminated at the workshop is
accurate.

,

2. To encourage and support pragmatic and measurable changes in par-
ticipants' behaviors.

A 0.r u .
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Use of the Manual

The main purpose of this manual is to provide a structure for the workshop'
or curriculum module.

The general subject area of each unit should be covered, with varying
emphasis, in accordance with the needs of the populations being served.

0 Each 2-hour unit has a specific timetable, which is,included in the
description of the activities (see Part III). Greater depth and time
allotment may be determined by the leads and the participants.

The manual=serves as a springboard for creating discussion and activ-
ities with participants. It is intended to.adt asa7;permanent record
of the issues covered in the workshop.

The content of.-the manual has been carefully reduck to a simple and
concise'form, so that the manual can be read prior to the workshop,
as well as referred to during the workshop without undue interrup-

1 tion br leaders or participants
. ,
* I-

Some of the manual's pages are intended for "active "-use,. requiring
responses from and experiential involvement by participants and leaders.
Other pages are for "passive" use, to serve either as sutm&ries or as
sources of research information.

Page sequence has been carefully Althougla placing restric-
tions on participants is not-intended, changing thcorder of units
would be undesirable, as that would-break the developMentif flow of
the workshop.

Nature of the Learning Group

M.

During the development of the curriculum, it was necessary to respond positively
to wide differences in the nature of the learning group that attended any par-
ticular workshop. The materials reflect an attempt to make the workshop
appropriate to the special needs of the major subgroups likely td attend., and

' facilitators are expected to selectthose materials which are. appropriate to
the needs'of their particular learning group. Should the materials in this
manual prove inappropriate to the needs of a particularetup, the facilitators
are urged to develop more relevant materials along similar lines.

This manual contains material for the following subgroups.

Professional; Administrative, and Managerial Women
.

This segment of the population is highly educated,.holding at leapt an under-
graduate college degree. 'These women work primarily within large societal
systems (e.g., education, community services, business, or.industryl,that are
dominated by males. They have often mastered their own sexism intellectually,
and tend therefore to respond hastily tit, the materials, but in fact thevare
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usually unaware of the subtle effects that internalized sexism has had on
their life aspirations and JOng-tem career planning. They tend. to express
surprise as they discover their own failure to questionse/f-expectations,
capacities, motivations, and'behaviors in the work environment (see Epstein;
1970;1Harragan, 1977; Hennig and Jardim). Because their proportion in the
work environment is small, these women often find themselves. being viewed
as tokens, isolates, or deviants (Kanter, 1977; Wolman, 1975).

Women in Clerical/Service Positions

These are the catch-all jobs for women in our society, and women holding them
come from a great variety of backgrounds. They are often caught in the low- ,

status, low-paid, dead-end jobs of the occupational hierafthy--in positions
and occupations that society traditionally identifies as "feminine." Their
previous education may have given them greater skills and expectations, or
theymay have trained ambitiously for their jobs. They maybe young and
unmarried or the main financial support of the family or displaced homemakers.
Some are happy simply to have a job, whereas others decry low wages, low sta-
tus, long hours,.and boredom. Characteristic among them are lack of self-
esteem and confusion about their:status in society: "If I am so important
to my employer, why do I .have to work such long hours for such low wages?"
They often do not, at first, see their situation as a feminist issue. The
workshop leaders' primary concern is to show these women how to measure and
break out of their internal stereotypes and how to examine where they are,

, where they want .to be, and how to get there.
,

( pr

Minority Women

Minority women live wi h a double jeopardy: sexism and racism; or ethnicism.
They are battling lon years of psychological. oppression and, for many, phys-
ical and material op ession as well. Many of them do not have as a goal
conforming to the bel efs and behaviors of women from th-e-dominant culture.
They often want to retain their own cultural heritage. Workshop leaders must
take special care to determine participants' attitudes and expectations in
this area. J

Minority women cannot be treated as a s ugle group. They are as different
from each other' as are their racial, et ic, and cultural histories,.values,
traditions, and religions.

For many minority women, work is nbt merely an option. They have grown up
knowingthat they have to work and also have to be homemakers.

Some of these participants will be highly experienced in dealing with the
world, or even with two worlds: that of,their own culture and that of the
dominant culture. When they deal with sexism, they are also dealing with
racismiethnitism. The task of confronting their own internal stereotypes
is therefore likely to be-complex.
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Older Women

411}e internaLized sex-:role stereotyping apparent itirolder women is likelyto
be different from that present in younger women. Changing attitudes toward
women have affected our society dramdtically only during the last*ten years,
whereas older women developed'in a previous era. Further, each generation,
or each decade, of these women had life experiences (e.g., the Great D4res: .

sion, World War II,.the days of the feminine mystique after the war) that'have
sponsored different values and behaviors. Troll (1975) calls this the genera-
tional effect and recommends giving attention to the major experienceS that
have determined the attitudes of different age groups.

. .

Older women are also likely to be severely affected by the double standard '

of aging for men and women that characterizes our society4. --Women are.sen
as sexually attractive at an earlier age than men are, but their attractive-

, ness is seen as dimming sooner than men's and their usefulness to society,
as dimming at the same time as men's. Older women are therefore living with
a double bias from society: against women and against aging.

Discarding stereotypes with which one has lived for a long time,is extremely
difficult, particularly since both society and the women themselves reward
stereotyping of self. Further, older'women tend to see certain behaviors as
appropriate for their age (if not their sex) and therefore find another reason
for not changing.

It

Student Women

`There have been many studies of sex differences in the higher education system.
Although more Women than men complete secondary school, more men than women .

complete college. This is currently changing; as the proportion of college- A
educated-women approaches that of min. Advanced degrees now seem to offer
.a greater payoff for women than for men, in terms of what women can expect
from the 'future' if they do not have an advanced degree.

Nevertheless, women students still tend to cluster in some fields and to
avoid others, as is shown by the following tables produced by UNESCO-(1977.):

71.
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FIFtSTPROFESSICNAL GRmS AWARDED IN 1974-75*

Profession

Law i
Medicine

t
Theology
Dentistry
Veterinary Medicine
Optometry
Osteopathy . . . ..
POdiatry
Other

Females

3,340

1,263
277.

85

155
33

19.d

4

110 s

.Males

25,986
10,093
4,764
4,355

1,229
758

666
367

312

Source: National Center for Edatational Statistics.

BACHELOR'S DEGREES AWARDED IN 1974-75*

cipline Division of Spegialt;

It
.

. Females Males

137,088 49,135Education
Letters 37,981 27,434
Sociology

. es
20,582 13.314

Health Professions 32,410 _ 9,459
Fine and Applied Arts 24,103 15,913
Foreign Languages t 14;879. . 4,600
Home Economics' . 14;879 554
Business and Managedent 17,481 lie:424
Social Work and Helping Services . 7,115 2,845
Physical Sciencet .,. . 3,536 17,751
Anthrogology - 3,329 2,673

t Foreign Area Studies . 1,739 1,464
Secretarial Studies 1,847 . 49'

s, LibraryScience 1,078 86
'4A4Ticulture and atdial Resources . 1,576 14,727

Engineering .,- .f. : ... G 802 49,891
Computer and 1 eformation Sciences . . 780 3,977
Law ' 52 442
Genetics' -. 14 -:' 32

'Nutrition, Scientific 68 28
'Military Sciences . z 6 1 327

AA.

S.

The factors determining this p-atthriLare a mixture of external influences
gp/icies of educatiopal,institutiOhso.social and economic restraints)

and intFrnal influences' (e.g., negative attitudes toward self, limited
aspirations), Once a woman -,is inside, educational institution, het,choices
and survival skills are highly ielate her sex: Internal influences seem
to predominate over external factors 41
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1 RESOURCES

The following section of resources includes (a) demographic data on women
, in the United States, (b) a list of the references cited on pages,40-42;
and (c) additional readings directly related to the curriculum.

The demographic data contain powerful implications for the status of women.
They demonstrate the reasons women should reassess their current situation
and the likely eventualities if women do not make careful educational and
career choices,

Demographic Data on Womenin the cited States*

Equality in the occupational world is becoming increasingly critical as women
are living longer, marryingjater, planning and having fewer children, divorc-
ing more often, remarrying less frequently, heading hfseholds at an increasing
rate, and entering the labor force in larger numbers. The most recent'demo-,
,graphic data reveal that:

. in 1976, 4'3 percent of women kw ages 20 to 24 had never married
(versus 28 percent.in 1960)

)

in 1975, the total.fertility rate (the number' of children born per
1,000 women)" was 1,799, compared with 2,480 in 1970

in '1976, 42 percent of the ever-married females had not borne a child
(versus 24 percent in 1960)

. 4 ._ ,

.

,in 1976, the divorce rate per 1,000 population had dqubled (5.0) over
the 1966 rate (2.5)

.

in 1976, the number of.marriages had, declined to 2,133,000, whereas
the number of divorces-had'increased\to 1,077,000

s

between.1970 and 19761 female-headed families%increased by,one_third,
so that there were 7.5 million women heading families in 1974

a

- during ,this period, white female family heads rose by 29 per-
., cent; black female family heads.increased by 45 percent

- in 1976, females headed'll percent of all wiiite'and 36 percent
of ali black families

. -

from 1960 to 1976, women accounted for 15.2 million.,. or-almost 60 per-
cent, of the growth in the labor.force, with 4proxiniately 38:4 million
paid female workers in 1976

*Taken from a paper prepared by the Women's Research Program, National Insti-i,:
tute of Education, Office of Education, Department .of Health',, Education and
Welfare entitled "Fact Sheet on Women's Doctorates" (1977). .
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in 1976, 47.3 percent of all women over age 16 were in the labor
force, and approximately 60 percent of a 1 women ages 20 to 44 were
in the labor force

nonetheless, adult females have higher unemplciyient rates (8.6 per-
..

cent) than adult males (7.0 percent) do

among year-round, full -time workers, the salary gap persists, with
men having a median annual income, of $13,140 in 1975, compared with'
$7,720 for women

- 4 - ti
the lowest average family income was reported.among femal
families, whose median annual income was $6,840 (versus
or 46 percent, of the Median annual income of husband-wi

These demograpliiC trend all point to two important issues:.

1. Women'increasingly need to supportf-themselves and their families

e-headed
4,870;
families)

j27
important resource

The society increasingly is finding itself dependent on the services
of these women; who represent 'an
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_ PART III:

THE CURRICULUM4

Nct III of this manual contains detailed instructions for the
workshop leaders on how to conduct each unit Of the workshop.
This section should be used carefully_in preparation for the
workshopi. it 'is also'intended for-Tse'during the workshop it--
self. Worksheets and other materials referred to in this sec-.
tion can be found in.Part IV.

41,

UNIT 1: WC EN AND SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPING OF SELF

ar. M e

Introduction

Most ummen'sex=role stereotype themselves and other women. 'The sex -role
stereotypes learned from infancy, provide women with a prescription for what
society says a woman "should" be. Women learn'through sex-roletiltereotyPing
that certain behaviors are appropriate ortinappropriate for them. This unit
gives participants an 4Portunity to begin looking at their behavior in terms
of sex-role stereotyping and to consider some of its origins.-

4 o

Objegiivies

1. To meet and begin to know other participants who will be sharing
the 12-hour WOi-kshop experience

2. To begin to recognize the manner in which,all women sex-role stereo-
type themselves and the origins of such attitudes and behaviors

3. To verbalize instances in participants' own lives of sex-role stereo-
, typing of'self

Pre workshop Activities

1. Wallsheet preparation

Copy the folloWing walisheets (see pages 98-102) on 2' x 3' news-
.

pr,int. Then place the sheets, with colored marking pens, appro-
priately about the.room prior to the session.

'43 5 5
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UNTO 1

Willsheet 1, "Sex-Role SocialiAtion Model"

Wallsheet 2, "Change Model"

4 . Wallsheet 3, "Steredtypic Behavior Traits"

kallsheets 4-21, "Personalizing Sex-Role Stereotyping of-Self"

Wallsheet 22, "Messagesr

2. Registration

Ask each participant to sign in on a rosier sheet upon arrival.

3. Workshop packets

Hand out workshop packets (art IV) as participants arrive.
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UNIT 1

0

-. WORKSHEET 4:

FACT SHEET--WaMEN AND SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPING OF SELF

Socialization is the gradual learning of attitudes, values, and behaviors
appropriate-to one's biological 'sex and to one's sex role in society.

One effect of fmale socialization is a woman's readiness to modify -

her behavior to suit the expectations and reactions of others-.-espe-
cially the expectations and reactions of males who are perceived as
being hostile to competitive, self-assertive, and self-expansive
women (Rosen and Aneshensel, 1976).

Women holding traditional values generally believe that a woman
should not achieve recognition greater than that of her spouse or
other signifiant men. in her life (Lipman-Blumen, 1972).

Some women adjust their behaviors to their own internalized sex-role
stereotypes when they are confronted with the conflict Of either ex-
pressing their competencies and succeeding in achievement situations
or retaining the feminine image they hold. This conflict is referred
to as the "fear of success." Women expect that success will be fol-
lowed by negative consequences, either in the form of external rejec-
tion by others or in the form of ff sense of a slipping away of their
own femininity (Horner, 1972).

Some females, needing to be viewed as feminine, reject or are anxious
about certain behaviors and .characteristics they associate with mascu-
linity, e.g., independence, assertiveness, competence, competitiveness,
leadership, power, or aggressiveness (Baruch,1976).

A woman's career choice may be related to her perceptions of how men
view the ideal female (Hawley, 1971).

A review of the "fear of success" studies suggests that the ..fear may
be not of success, but of "sex-role deviance" (frestmer, 1974).

Cross-cultual .sex-role ,socializatioristudies show that boys are-
pressured to'behave as agents, doing and competing, whereas girls
are encouraged to behave (a) through communicating with others and
(b) through reflecting, talking, and -reactingto outside stimuli
(Block,' 1973).

A review of the literature on sex-role socialization, concludes that
girls are not encouraged to become independent. They are-lprotected"

, more than boys are and explore the environment less than boys_ db;
_therefore they, continue to be dependent on adults-to-solve their
problems bioffman, 1972).

Mental health clinicians judge the "healthy adult female" to be more
submissive, less independent, less adventurous, more easilyinfluenced,
less aggressive, more "excitable'in a minor"crisi§," more, concerned

45. 5 7 .
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UNIT 1

4

WORKSHEET`4 .

(continued)

about appearance, and less ,objective; to have feelings that are
more easily hurt; and to have a greater dislike of math and science
than Ihe healthy adult or the healthy adult Male. To be a healthy
adult,' then, a woman must deviate from the stereotype of the healthy
female (Broverman et ar., 1972).

Three studies found that an aggressive female and a passive le were
rated as less liked and more "in need of therapy" than an ag essive
male and a passive female (Costrich et al., 1975),:
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WORKSHEET 5:

FACT SHEET--GROUPS WITH DIFFERING NEEDS: MINORITY WOMEN

UNIT 1

A common experience shared. by minority women is oppretsion. Minority wQ en
suffer dual discrimination, as members of a minority and as women, apd tfhis
affects them materially, physically, and psychologically.

Many minority women, feeling a strong bond totheir families, find
their ownxultural values in conflict with the issue of woman's de-
velopment of independence and potential (Hart, 1977)

/'; k

Stereotypes about minority 4en abound, e.g., (a) they'all live in
poverty, (b) they are undereducated, and (c) they are underemployed.
Further, stereotypes exist abbut specific grbups: Latinas are.pas-
sive, dependent mother figures; Black.women are aggressive or matri-
archal-;- Asian- American women are docile, subdissive,.and sexless
(or the opposite--elotic, sexy, and diabolical) (Hart, 1977).

0 6
A review of studies of the implications of career counseling for lower
social classes and women found that people from lower Classes -of what-
ever ethnic, background--typically and unrealistically perceive that
they have feirer options in theiipenvironment than people from middle
and upper classes do (Farmer, 1978).

.41

Many Black women perceive racial oppression as being much more basic
to their lives than sexual oppression. They trace many of their prob-

ylems to being black; to the social' structure, which is racist and.
denies power to Black men; and to the Black community's economic real-

, ities, which have never' permitted the rigid division of sexual activities,
spheres, and roles' found'in the white coMMunity. Black women have never
had the luxury of being full-time homemakers or of living in suburban
domesticity (Chafe, 1977).

DiscrimiAtion,against Black women is double and is a common debilitat-
ing factor for many Blatk women. In a few instances, however, among
Black professional women,' such discrimination forms the basis for
unusually high motivation (one in ten Black females holds a professional
position) (Epstein, 1973).

In Asian families, the roles of women-and men have' traditionally been
well-defined. The development of the male. has been supported by the
family, with the female delegated to a lower status. The status of
Asian-American women has greatly improved over time, but these women
still strive to overcome'an unequal status in their own culture, as
well as in society at\large (Fujitomi and Wong, 1976).

The lives of Native American women differ greatly from tribe to tribe.
Historically, there has been a.tendency for many Native American women
to have great individual freedom within their tribal life and to in-
crease in value in their'society as they'ge. A look at the educational,
occupational, and health statistics of Native American women in the
1970s, however, reveals the inequality they experience in their lives
today (Witt, 1976).

47,, 5.9
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WORKSHEET 5

(continued)

Puertan Rican women experience numerous problems that are reflected
in the circumstances of their social, economic, and educational life.
These problems include differences in customs (the traditionally ,

strong family structure); racia inequality; and often a limited
knowledge of the-dominant cultu e's language, English (Hart, 1977).

Latinos/Latinas are often thought of as a single cultural group,,-as
they historically share similarities in language, values, and tradi-
tions. They are, however, a highly heterogeneous cultural group and
aie'currently the second largest minority in the United St tes (Ruiz
and Padilla,'1977).
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WORKSHEET 6:

FACT. SHEET-40W7M-AGING

Althoughan-of us,feipale and male, suffer the pangs' of growing older in a
society that puts aepfahium on youth, women suffer more discrimination and
more pain because of age than men do. In.the area of aging, the double -stan-
dard for women and men is so strong and subtle that it is rarely even ques-
tioned. So pervasive is 'air society's preference for youth in ltmen:that -
much of the discrimination occurs unconsciously, both within us lintfrnally
and from the external world.

Aging Tor women is a complexity of biological, social, economic, and' 41
.

UNIT 1 t

psychological processes interacting throughout adulthood.

. .
.4mAge limits for life's activities are usually set earlier for women.,

than for men, Women, for example, are expected to'marry earlier;.
they are expected to be having children while men are expectedto be
getting jobs (Troll and Nowak, 1977).

Youth is the prime time forgood looks bs concerns women. "A dramatic
decline in physical attractiveness- -from the youthful beauty to-the
wrinkled old woman--is assured for a wolilan's.middle years (Neugarten
and Gutmann, 1968).

By middle age, women are viewed as being at the tail end of their
responsibilities, since traditionally.theyare seen as being involved
principally with child rearing and pushing the young out of the nest
(Troll and Nowak, 1977).

Those women who assume the traditional feminine role (of homemaker,
of staying married, of not being overly. aggressive), --who "buy" -the
traditional norms--are also those women who respond with depression
in their middle years (Bart, 1976).

Many conclusionS about' menopause--the myth of menopause--have'been,
drawn from. clinical observations and cannot be generalized to the
entire population. Women in their forties and fifties expect meno-
pause to occur and therefore see it as,a/fiormal and natural event,
view it as inevitable, take it in strides and regard its symptoms as
temporary (Neugarten, 1977).

Older women have been socialized in ways different from those of
younger women in the culture today. Not only have older women been
raised by different standards, but they have lived out that process
for decades (Sommer, 1974).

Today, warren in middle and older adulthood are confronted withsoci-
etal changes that are bringing their way of life to an ibrupt end,
regardless of their social or economic status.
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WORKSHEET 6

(continued)

The life experiences of adult women vary among age groups; such dif-
ferences require that we not compare womep,bOrn variously in the
1910s, 1920s, 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s. Tian (1975) states that this

. "generatiohal'effect" is the result of varying cultural conditions
affecting the socializatiqn of each age group.

For single women, aging holds its unique problems: being lifelong
-workers, lacking the support systems of the nuclear-family structure,
resisting the pressures to marry, being viewed as deviants because
of their single status, facing retirement alone, and often being
burdened with the care of aging parents (married siblings "at not
have the timeyou have").
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UNIT 1 ,

A

, 2
Unit 1 Activities

.

Warm-up: Unit 1 Total time: 30 minutes

Suggested ,

Activity Description Time

1. COLLECT-ION OF

INFORMATION

2. INTRODUCTIONS

3. INTRODUCTION TO

Conduct pre-evaluation and/or collect
demographic information. Use your own
evaluation instruments or those pro-
vided in this manual (see Part I).

IntroduCe yourself. Ask each woman
to introduce herself to the group and
state.any expectations she has for the
workshop experience.

Make brief statements about the work-
WORKSHOP shop, including the following points:

k summary of the workshop purpbse
(Worksheet 1, "Freeing Ourselves--
Workshop Introduction"); schedule
(Worksheet 2-, "Workshop Schedule") ;

and activities (Worksheet 3, "Sub-
ject Matter")*

A description of the sex-role -

socialization process (Wallsheet 1),
or "how we have become the way we
are" -

description of the change model
( Wallsheet 2), or "how we can get
to where we want to be"

A short summary of stereotypic be-
hi-V-E6r. traits (Wallsheet 3) .

A brief review of messages,(Wall-
sheet 22)

Then allow-time for a Erief group dis-
cussion, providing clarification es
needed for participants.

15 min.

5 min.

10 min.

*Workshop leaders,idll want to adapt Worksheet 2 to suit their particular
schtrdules..- .

Si
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UNIT 1

a

Prindipal Activities: Unit 1

Activity

1. SPONTANEOUS
RESPONSE TO
WALLSHEETS 4-21

2. ° SELF - STATEMENTS

3. DYADIC PROCESSING
OF WALLSHEETS'

4. SMALL-GROUP
PROCESSING OF
WALLSHEETS

5. SMALL-GROUP
.CONSIDERATION
OF MESSAGES

6. LARGE-GROUP
PROCESSING

7. INDIVIDUAL

STATEMENTS

Total time: 90 minutes

k participants to respond,to all
eighteen wallsheets ( Walisheets 4-21Y,

writing a spontaneous response to the
statement on each sheet. Then ask
all participants to return to the
large gr6up.

Ask each woman to give her naMq
and to make one statement about
that she feels is important for
'to know aboUt her.

Suggested
Time

15 min.

again 5 min.

herself
others

Ask each,woi4n to Choose a partneij,
preferably'someone she doesn't know,
but would like to get toisnow. Then
ask each dyad to move from wallsheet
to wallsheet, observing and discussing
similarities and differences among the
responses. Before the dyads begin,

-suggest that they also relate the re-
sponses to the list of stereotypic
adjectives already presented on Wall-
sheet 3.

Next, ask each dyad to join two or
three other dyads to digdusS the
partners' impressi9ns of the wallsheets.

Through use.of a quiet fantasy period
of 2 to ,4 minutes, have each woman re-
call a message from her past that re-
minds her of how she was to 'be" as
a girl or woman. Give the small groups
time to process this activity and place
participants' messages on Wallsheet 22.

Have participants return to the large
,group, and ask each small group to re-
port any significant facts or insights
that emerged in the small group.

Ask-each woman to make a statement to
the group, telling what she has learned
about 'herself or any other insights or V
new awarenesses she has gained through
'this first session. Provide time for
discussion or clarification as needed.

52 1 6-4.
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Activity

8: AGENDA AND
GROUND RULES

a

.

O

.44
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UNIT 1

Suggested ,

,Description Time

Review the following points with 5 min,
theydmen:

4 4.

This unit's topics and the schedule
for the remaining workAop sessions

The workshop packet of materials

Plain for meals and breaks, coffee
an4 tea arrangements, rest room

etc,

Ground rul s for all participants

(suggestions follow; you may wish
to distribute copies of the ground .

rules)

Participate in any and all experi-
encesences as you choose, to the extent
and depth you find helpful. for you.

Feel, free to move about at all times,
l6aving group activities for coffee,
to stretch, or to observe.

What you bring to this workshop from
your life experience. is valuable and
is important for you and others to
hear.

From the array of alternative behav-
iors,-attitudes, and communication
stYleA, we will explore here, feel
free to pick and choose what feels
appropriate for you in your life.

Make the entire workshop a useful
experience for,you and a good in-
vestment of your time and energy.

Remember that you have made a com-
mitment to attend all sessions.
It is important .that you carry out
your commitment: Each session is
part of the total process, designed
to lead you to the point of making
a behavioral change toward freeing
yourself.
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Activity

9. SUMARY
4C

Description
II

o
Briefly summarize the issues to
be covered during the workshop by

.presentingkand reading Worksheet 7,
"Some Wayswin Which We Restrict .,
Ourselves."

Suggested
Time

5 min.

10.' FINAL STATEMENT COnclude the.session by asking each '5 min.

woman to make a final statement to
the group, as closure -V:1 the session.
The statement should reflect the par-

.

ticipant's reactions to the first
unit, e.g.:

"I'm looking forward to more"

"I'm cpnfused".

"I feel angry"

"I'm glad I met

"I have nothing to say"

ti

"I pass"
J.
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Variations in Response to Unit

UNIT 1

1. Minority women often choose to focus on the race/sex-role stereo-
typing combination.

2. Highly educated women',have.oftenlintellectually mastered sex-role
stereotyping of self; and initially they strongly deny the existence

'-of4nternal barriers in their own lives.

3. When participants in the pilot project-were asked to give their rea-
sons for attending the workshop, the majority responded that they
wanted to deyelep skills for overc ng sex-role-stereotyping of
self.

.
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UNIT 2: DEVALUING OURSELVES
0

Introduction

This unit liegins the Nocess of having participahts focus on specific forms
of sex-role stereotyping of self. Participants explore their acceptance of
the societal view that women's traits and.abilities are inferior and that
women are second-class citizens. Behaviors, attitudes, and values reffecting
this devalued status as being naAurai, by virtue, of being female, 'are ex-
plore4 through role.playing and groupAtiscussion.

f
.0

Objectives

C 1.' To ackngwledge verbally, one behavior or communication style used in
the work and/or educationalenvironment that represents a devaluing
of oneself or of other women

2. To try out one new behavior to replace the devaluing behavior en-
.-gaged in

r

4

A.

O
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UNIT 2

.

\' A

4!
WORKSHEET 8:

' .

FACT"SHEET-DEVALUING OURSELVES

`6 d°
.

# ' ,,
1

.

( Women of all ages typichlir, underestimate their competence and devalue their
accomplishments. Incompetence is implied solely by virtue of being female.

Studies'shawthat both men and women view women's traits acid abilities

I ,..

as inferior. Many women accept this inferior state as natural
(Broverman et al., 1972).

A review of studies folind that high "femininity" scores correlated/
w with low selesteem (Baruch, 1973).

. .

o. Girls' self-esteeM goes down witiage, whereas boys' self-esteem
fluctuates; rising significantly above girls' by grade 10 (Bohan,

1973).

p A review and' interpretation of cads,a1 attribution studies and- theories

found that female failure to achieve is more often attributed to in-
- ternal factors than to externaliconstraints. Success is attributed.

to external causes, such, as luck; as a result, there is a lack of
reinforcement of the person's present efforts and potential future 4
performance:. Failure is viewed as the result of one's own short-

, comings, and the blame becomes a femalCs)total burden (Frieze et
al., 1975). .

. .

- .
. .

.

In a study of high-school-age girls, successful'males and unsuccessful
0 females were rated.as being more acceptable' people than either success-

ful-females or unsuccessful males. Males wefe seen as being personally
responsible for success; females were blamed for failure (Feather and

.............____________Simon, 1975). L.>
..

I,
. .

In a study of:a small-group problah-solving situation,women had more
diffiulty in getting a solution accepted by the group, regardless
of the subject of the problem. Males talked more than females and
were chosen as leaders, more often than females, especially by women

in the group (Altemeyer andJones, 1974).

' J'rofessional articles attributed to female authors have been rated*
Jby both women and men, as being less significant than those attri-
buted to male author (Goldberg, ,,1968),.

. r
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'UNIT 2

Unit 2 Activities

Warm-up: Unit 2 Total time: -35 minutes

Suggested,
Activity Description Time

)

). REINTRODUCTION i If.there has been a lapse of time , S min.

between this and the previous unit,
have each woman reintroduce herself
and Make one statement about her-
self 0 the group.

. WORKSHEETS 4 AND 8 Briefly review and7discpss Work- S min.

sheets 4.("Women and Sex-Role Stereo/
typing of Self") and ("DeValuing

Ourselves")', which' were mailed to all
participants prior to thp beginning
of the workshop.

3. SMALL-GROUP Divide the late group into two small 25 min.
PROCESSING c groups (six to eight women each).
OF WORKSHEETS Assist each group to move through the

two worksheets, each woman choosing
one fact from each set that is rele-
vant to her.

..

Begin with Worksheet 4, asking each
woman to tell the others the fact she
has selected and how she displays this
in a specific behavior. :Men have -

participants move to Worksheet 8and
repeat the process.

Variations. Special worksheets--Worksheet S ("Fact Sheet -- Groups with Dif-
fering Needs") and Worksheet 6 ("Fact Sheet--Women and Aging") are included
for minqrity women and older women. Incorporate these worksheets into steps
2 and 3, above, to indi ate the complexity of sex-role stereotyping and de-
valuing of self among,L hose special groups for whom dual discrimination exists.

For older women, the ctilvity wallsheets (from Unit 1) ion age decades should
be emphasized, to locate/ patterns and significantistatesents that relate to
internal stereotyping o self by age, 0

1
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Principal Activities: Unit 2

Activity

1. INTRODUCTION.,

TO ROLEtpLAYING

4. PREPARATION FOR
ROLE ;PLAYING

3. ROLE PLAYING

4. REPLAY

S. REPEATING. THE

ROLE PLAYING
AND REPLAY ,

. UNIT 2

Total'time: 85 minutes

Description

Maintaining the small groups, make
some general, summarizing state-
tents about self-devaluation and
its implications in terms of spe-
cific behaviors.

Suggested
Time

5min.

Using Worksheet 9, "Role Playing 5 min,
Situations,"" and asking the Small
groups to form'dyads, prepare the
participants for a role-playing
activity. Ask partners to choose
from Worksheet 9 one situation that
is relevant to away in which they
might be devaluing,themselves. Give
the dyads 5 minutes to select a sit-
uation and to.prepare.for playing it
out for others-in the group.

After the first role play, lead a
group discussion about the relevance
of devaluing to the particular situa-_
tion. Be sure to note nonverbal as
well as verbal behaviors that are dis-
played. Note. If the group is reluc-
tant, you may eed to begin the role-
playing activi by modeling a situation.

Next, ask the ame dyad to replay the 10 min.
situation, this time as the players
would like to have it happen, drawing
from the insights they have gained and
from-the input the group has given.
Follow the replay with a brief discus-
sion.

.

10 min.

Repeat Steps 3 (role playing) and 4
(replay) with all other dyads in the
group, providing an opportunity for
the women to participate actively_in
the role playing. Remember, a woman
may choose not to participate actively.

61 73
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UNIT 2

°Activity Description

6. PERSONALIZING Maintaining the small groups, ask
THE, PROCESS each woman to turn to Worksheet 10

("I Sex-Role Eereotype Myself When
....") in her packet of materials

and respond to the items op. the basis

A of the session's-discussions and role
playing. 'Next, ask participants to
join their dyad partners to share what
they have learned.

Su ested
ime

10 min.

7.- CLOSING SUMMARY -Have partircipants return to the large 5 min.

group for the final activity.. First,
make statements for yourself and/or
make summarizing statements on the
unit's topic. Then ask each woman to
clarify for. herself one important thing
she has learned and to state this, in
one or two sentences, to the group as
closure for the session.

62
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Variations in Response to Unit

1. In the pilot project, 50 percent of "others" (women from outside
the university) chose ultimately to work on implementing a behavior
change related to the issue of devaluation of self.

2. Devaluation was, the area chosen second most often by the total group
for implementation of a behavior change.

3. Thirty-three percent of minority women chose devaluation as the most
-important and helpful topic examined in the wqrkshop.

4. In the follow-up evaluation six weeks later, "devaluing of'self"
ranked second, both as a chosen area of behavior change and as the
most valuable workshop activity for the total population (power
ranked first for both categories). Women ages 40 to 49 were the
one group choosing behavior change in the "devalding of self"
category over the "power" category.

N

Ver

9
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UNIT1: LOWERED ASPIRATIONS

Introduction

The focus of this unit is on the lifetime patterns of women. When compared
with men of equal intellectual ability, women tend to 'choose a career that
is lower in the occupational hierarchy and that requires less education, less
training, less commitment, and less responsibility.

Furth4r, men generally makeong-range occupational plans and have ideas of
wherethey would like to be in 5 years, 10 year's, etc. Women, however, tend
to plan from day to day and tb ignore ihe broader perspectives of their lives.

Objectives
e;

1. To °state verbally a minimum of four "shoulds" learned and internal-
- ized--"shoulds" as to what tasks and activities a woman ought to be
involved in through each decade of pff adult years

2. To state verbally a minimum of four "ideals" as to what tasks and
activities rwoman ideally wants to be involved in,through each
decade of her adult years

3. To s et a minimum of one short-term goal, one intermediate' goa l, and
one long-term..goal, all relating to the partkiPant's occupational
life

.,

.
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UNIT 3

WORKSHEET 11:

FACT SHEET--LOWERED ASPIRATIONS

Women typically underestimate their competence and devalbe their accomplish-
ments. Women who share this negative view of self see fewer occupations
and lower levels in the[lbb hierarchy as being appropriate,for then and
they see their lives aWambitions as workers as being les important than
men's.

Women often believe that they should achieve success vicariously,
through-their husbands or through significant others; they often
hold low educational and career aspirations for themselves (Lipman-
Blumeri, 1972).

A study of sex-role socialization ind icates that the goals of femi-
ninity,and intellectual competence are not the same. Since intellec-
tual competence has not been viewed\as essential for females, the
issue of how to rear females to achieve maximum intellectual compe-
tence is unclear (Sherman, 1976).

Women typically have lower expectations for success than men have
. and are more likely than mento assume personal responsibility for

failure. At the same time, if women are successful, they tend to .

attribute-their success to an external cause, such as luck. ,

Women are asked to demonstrate .c.ompetence.in a wide range of roles-
female roles as well as occupktional roles--in order to be considered
successful, whereas males are expected to be 'successful primarily in
their occupational roles. This multiple-role achievement permits
women to accomplish less than men in their occupational roles and
still to be a success (e.g., "she is a good mother," "a good cook,"
"an attractive woman") (Kundsin, 1974).

When men visualize a career, they see it as a se ries of jobs pro-
gressing and leading upward over a long period of time, with recogni-

' tioh and rewards as the motivating force. Women are caught, in the
here and now, focusing on details of the current situation and on
excellence of performance now--not on the significance of 'the now
as it relates to the long-term plan' (Hennig and Jardim, 1977).

It has been found that the holding of traditional sex-role values
has a significant relationship to the low level of aspirations a
woman has in her education., income, and work choices (Parsons et al.,
1975).

Even when it is routinely expected that a young girl will take a job
when she is first out ofiligh school or college, she is usually not_.
expected to carve out a career or to rise to"a p6Sition of wealth and
power. Women inherit wealth; they seldom make it themselves: And

.the woman who does make it is'considered something of an oddity
(Epstein, 1970).
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UNIT 3

Unit 3 Activities

Warm-up: Unit 3 Total time: 20 minutes

Activity

1. INTRODUCTION

Suggested
Description Time

Present a short introduction to the 10 min.
unit. Then go over Worksheet 11
( "Fact= Sheet Lowered Aspirationg
with the participants as as group.

2. PERSONALIZING Ask each woman to select one fact on 10 min.
WORKSHEET 11 *Worksheet 11 that is relevant to her

and the specific behavior in her daily
life that displays this fact.

a

Pa

a

y r°

Then have each woman make a statement
to the large group, beginning with
"I as she states the fact she has
chdsen, and concluding with "I do this
by ..." *A woman may "pass" if it is
unclear to her which fact to select or
if she chooses not to disclose her
selection.
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Principal Activities: Unit 3

Actikrity

"SHOULD"
WORKSHEET

(
UNIT 3 ,

Total time: 100 minutes.

Description

After briefly presenting the first
page of Worksheet 12 ("Taking a'Look
at My Goals and Aspirations Overa
Lifetime"), have each woman fill out
the page Tor herself\

2 DYADIC ,Separate the group into dyads (pre-
PROCESSING erably, have the women select their
OF "SHOULD" own partners). Process the first page
WORKSHEET of the worksheet in the dyads,-with

partners disCUTging what. they have
written on the page.

3. "IDEAL" After briefly presenting the tecond
WORKSHEET page of Worksheet 12; have each woman

fill out the second page for herself.
Encourage articipants to consider
what they want as if there'were no
restricts s--money, family, time, etc.

Ask the .dyads to process the sOcond

page of Worksheet 12, and .ask the
partners to discuss what they haVe
written on it.

- 4. DYADIC
PROCESSING
OF "IDEAL"
WORKSHEET

Suggested
Time

10 min.

10 min.

la min...

10 min.

5. INTEGRATION OF Now ask dyads to turn to the com- 10 min.
"SHOULDS" AND parison page (the third page) of
"IDEALS" Worksheet 12 and-to discuss the

-similaritiet and differences they
note between "shoulds" and "ideals."
Instrdct them to record their responses.

gt.6., GROUP DISCUSSION Lead the total group in a discussion 10 n
OF COMPARISONS of the relevant similarities, differ-

.

elices; and patterns emerging from

comparing the "shoulds" and the "ideals."

7, GOAL-ShilING Review "Being a Goal Setter" from the 10 min.
DISCUSSION -third page pf Worksheet 12. Discuss

with the group the valde of goal set-
ting in women's lives if the "ideals"
are 'to become - realities and if the

aspirations are to be raised over a
lifetime-

. 69
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UNIT 31'.

Suggested
Activity . Description Time e

..
'

8. GOAL SETTING With your assistance and guidance,. 10 min.
4.

`- have each wain select 'several . ,

. short-term, intermediate, and long-
term goals she will set .to implement

- her ideal lifetime aspilations. Ask
each to r9 cord these goals on the
final pdge,of Worksheet 12.

4'. t
94.14 CLOSING Ask each woman to state to the group 5 min.

.one short-term, one intermediate, and
A 4

one long-term goal, she has set for t
herself. .

-,4

.

.5.

. V ..

10. WRAP -UP .Ask each participant to complete 15 min.

Worksheet 1N, "1 Sex-RoleStereotype;
Myself When I ...." Then inirite all
women to make a closing statemept for

.

. ,ii

themselves of the rsona impact ex-
perienced or the wledge gained from
the unit.

7

a

o

6

J

O
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UNIT 3

Variations in Response to Unit

;1. In the pilot project, lowered 'aspirations were ranked first, as the
focus for a behavior changeto implement upoh completion of the work-
shop, by women working in clerical and service positions.

*ft*.
,2. Lowered aspirations were ranked third, as the focus for a behavior

changp to implement, by the total population attending the workshops.
Follow-up evaluatioAs conducted 6 weeks later consistently maintained
this Choice.

o

, \e,
Ve; ,
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UNIT 4: POWER: NEW ALTERNATIVE STyLFS FOR WOMEN

Introduction

This unit devotes special attention to the nature of power and self-deter-
mination and to their internalized meanings to women as a result of the
sex-role socialization process. The .verbal and nonverbal behaviors denoting
poWerlessness that women have leirned and some alternative, forms of behavior
available to women are explored in Unit 4.

Objectaves

1. To state three specific behaviors used in one's interactive experi-
ences as a worker that display each"of the following:

personal power style

indirect power style

helpless power style

2. to use one specific behavior in the'interactive process pf one's
life work that reflects a concrete power style, a direct power style,
or a competent power style

a

0

A
. .)t..;
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WORKSHEET 14:

FACT SHEET--WOMEN AND POWER

Women have been shut out of the'male_aristocracy, in which a few have power
greater than thaeof the many,.but in which all members, as men, have more
power than almost all women do. ThislItoncept holds true even of upper-class
women who, although they may 'have the illusion of power or access to the ear
of power or some derivative power in noneconomic ways, have little direct or
real power (Chesler and Goodman, 1976).'

Sex-rble stereotypes are linked to power. Stereotyping of interactive
styles in daily life according to gender leads to'unequal positions
in the society and keeps the power structure in place. Women and men
are expected to use power styles in human interactions differently,
and the styles assigned to women leave them.powerless. The dimen-
sions of power are as follows:

AP
Appropriate for Women

Personal power
Indirect power
Helpless power

(Johnson, 1970'.

Appropriate for Men

Concrete power
Direct power

4.000-Competent power

Girls are seen ai,being more fragile and more in need of help than
boys. Girls are helped more than boys are* and:thussie4ocialized
for dependence. Parents seem to pay more attention to boys' achieve-
ment behavior and to girls' helplessness "(Maccoby and Masters, 1070).

A stratification system exists in the society, ranking individuals 6

and groups of indiViduals in terms of their value. This system places !
males in roles that are more highly valued than those of females are,
and it gives men almost exclusive access to the-entire range of re-
sources available in the:society (Lipman-Blumen, 1976).

, -

power, not gender, is primary. But if power is defined as masculine,
then-nonpowerful males identi ith and support powerful males, *

father thap. joining with nonli rful, females (Janeway, 1974).

In a review of sex typing and socialization, the view is supported
that-females are socialized foi dependence, males for achievement
and autonomy (Mischel, 1970).

Sources of male power are reported to include. the norms of sex-role
stereotypes--men's high status in the society their ascribed exper--
tise, brute force, and control of -the options and reinforcers of the
society (Polk, 1974).
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UNIT 4

WORKSIlEET 14

(continued)

a

White males, within the racist/sexist power structure, are able to
control important decisions by their control of economic, political,
and technocratic resources. (Terry, 1974).

When overt power isnot available,. and when expressing Oneself honestlyV and openly is denied, then covert and manipulative power is all that
is left. The problem is as follows: although playing out the stereo-
type is one means of getting one's way, doing so perpetuates powerless-

, ness; and the system prevails (Chafe, 1977).

The redistributionof a small portion of societal resources is occur-
ring. Mamen are beginning to demand and receive legal power, which
gives them access to educational, occupational, and financial e-
sources, which, in turn, allows other women to perceive them as control-
lers of some resources. Thus, women are beginning to form a new world
of their own. The occurrence of women turning to women for support
and assistance is becoming more commonplace (Lipman-Blumen, 1976).
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UNIT 4

WORKSHEET 15:

FACT SKEETSEX-TYPED BEHAVIORS AND POWER

Sex-role stereotypes' unction on a nonverbal as well as a verbal level and

actively perpetuate traditional sex roles. The expectation is that women

will exhibit the verbal and-nonverbal behaviors associated with their sex.

Further, the behaviors for women are those which communicate low status

and powerlessness.

Accordingto Frieze and Ramsey (1976, p. 139):

Nonverbal behaviors which communicate 16w status and

submission are precisely thoge crucial to attributes-

of femininity,. Traditional role behavior dictates.

that women take up the smallest amount of space, speak

softly and politely, refrain frskiinitiating prolonged
aneye contact, and present an affa e exterior. A woman

who rejects these low status behaviors is often accused
of being too assertive or aggressive.

Women are taught to smile often and to speak softly, reasonably,

calmly, and deferentially (Chesler and Goodman, 1976).

SextdiffereA:Ces exist in termsof touch. Men have been found to touch

others; women are more likely to be touched (Henley, 1973)

Women are touched more, by both men and women. In view of the fact

that individuals of higher status have th6.right to invade the spatial

boundaries of those lower in status, this becomes nonverbal comainica-

tion of position and' rank differences between the sexes (Frieze and

Ramsey, 1976). _ .s.

0

Wbmen of all. classes use a basic bOdy language to survive economically -

and socially. They, communicate deference, helplessness; and maternal

concern throughtress, posture, and movement (Cheslerand Goodman,

1976, pp. 14-16):
4

,

In a review of studies on CoMnanication styles,Deaux found'that

'women are more likely than men to prefer diminished distances and

More contact;- men prefer greater distances and legs contact. It is ,

suggested that these patterns relate todifferencessbetween the sexes .

in the need for affiligfion (being close to others physically and

psycholOgically) of woman and.in the need for power (dominance) of.
men '(Deaux, 1976).

References
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UNIT 4

Unit 4 Activities

Note: Before the. session begins
iga 1 1/2' x 2'), as follows:
style, duplicating the six boxes
17, "Women and Power" (see page

Warm-up: Unit 4

Activity

1. INTRODUCTION

, prepare six sheets of newsprint (each
On each sheet, write a particular power,
that appear on the first page of Worksheet
130).

TOtal time: 30.minutes'

Suggested
Description Time

%iter giving a brief introduction 10 min.

to the unit,,say the word power,
and, moving around the circle, ask
each woman to respond with'the first
word that occurs to her. Say "power"
a second time, And again ask each
woman to respond with the word that
comes to her now.

Next, make some comments about :the
group's spontaneous response to power,
noting the positive and negative as-
pects of the words given. FoTtad
with a brief discussion of the atti-

. tude many women hold toward power
v4, because of socialization.

_2. REVIEW OF FACTS Lead a group discussion about the in-
ON WORKSHEETS formation presented on Worksheets 14
14 AND 15 ("Fact SheetWomen and Power") and

15 ("Fact Sheet--Sex- ed Behaviors
and Power ").' Encourag participants to
express their thoughts and feelings and
to identify - specific behaviors they en- -

gage in relating to these issues.

3. "TO BE POWERFUL Using Worksheet 16, ;To Be Powerful
IS . . Is . . .,"°read the entire page to
WORKSHEET. the participants, pausing after each

statement for questions, comments)
and clarification.

15 min.

90
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UNIT 4

}4\

Principal Activities: Unit 4 Total time: 90 minutes

Activity
Suggested

Description Time
'

° 1. INTRODU ON OF Using the first_page of Worksheet 10 min.
SIX PO STYLES 17, "Women and7Plower," briefly pre-

sent the six power styles--experi-
entially, through use of the six
sheets of newsprint prepared before
the session began. Place the sheets

_ on the floor, in the center of the'
group, duplicating the layout as it
appears on the first page of the work-
.sheet. Then stand on the first sheet,.
and present its particular power style
in detail, giving specific behaviors as
examples. Move from sheet to sheet,
informally discussing and clarifying
each power style and actively involving
the participants in the process.

2. NONVERBAL BEHAVIORS Now present Worksheet 18, "Nonverbal
REFLECTING POWER Behaviors Reflecting Power Styles."
csryLEs Again stand on each sheet of news-

print, this time displaying examples
of the nonverbal behaviors that accom-
pany each style. DiSGUSS the'nonverbal
behaviors informally witcthe partici-
pants as you move from sheet to sheet.
Then ask:participants to complete the
exercise do Worksheet 18, listing at
least tour nonverbal behayiors they
engage ih for each of the six st)9.es
of power.

3.. ROLE PLAYING IN . Divide the group into smaller groups
SHALL GROUPS_ of four to six women each. :Provide

newsprint, and have each group me-
,

pare its own boxes of the six'styles
and place them on the floor7in the
.center of )he'small group.

Next, ask each- small group to select;
an actual experience in which one or
several group members felt poweiless.
Assist the groups in itcigning and de-

.

fining parts ft role playing, having
'the "powerless' woman conSider.the power
st le she probably used atthe,time of

'\ th incident.' Ask the "powerless"
w to stand on.the newsprint sheet .

10 min.

10 min.

c.
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ular 4

Activity

a

.4. REPLAYING THE Nowask the small groups to consider 10 min.
SITUATION how the situation might be played out .

to provide a more appropriate style
that would place the woman in a
" powerful" position.

Ask' the women to reenact the situation,
exploring and experimenting with the
three powerful styles as posTible behav-
iors to implement. Again, encourage
participants to be aware of not only

ti their verbal behaviors but also their.
nonverbal behaviors. At the completion

Description

denoting that power style and to pro-
ceed with role playing the situation
with the other players. Remind par-
ticipants to pay attention to both
verbal and nonverbal behaviors as they
observe the role plays, 'and ask them to
note their observations on the second
pages of Worksheets 17 and 18.

When the role plays have concluded, ask
each player to discuss how she felt in
her role and to share any significant.
impressions she had, noting nonverbal as
well as °verbal behaviors that occurred.

Suggested
Time

i.

.,.
of the playing, have each small
group di cuss what its members have been

, involved in or What they have observed.
.

i

Note.: Be sure to move constantly among
,the-small groups during the role playing.
It is essentialthat_you provide assis-
tance, widance, and'encouragement,when-

, ever needed.

5. REPEAT OF STEPS Have each group now move through the
4 AND 5 role playing and replaying sufficient

A numbers of times so that each woman
has the'opportunity to work with a

.,

situation.

20, min.

6. LARGE-MOUP Now ask the small groups to move to- '15 min.
CLARIFICATION gether 10co complete the session as 'a
AND DISCUSSION 'large group, Have each small group

,

report to thelarger group any impor-
tant insighp and understandings gained

. from the exPerience. °
. . q .

Ask participantsto finish recording
their responses on the second pages of
Worksheets 17 and 18.

4k
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UNIT 4

.

.
.

_,
Suggested

Activity Description , Time
.7. WRAP -UP Ask each participant to complete 10 min.

Worksheet 19, "I Sex-Role Stereotype
Myself When I . ." Then ask each
to speak to the group, making a state -

jlient about a specific stereotyping

- . ,participant recognizes
power that

AY . but warms to discard in favor of a
more apiftpriate behavior.

8. CLOSING Finally, reread to participants all of
the statements on Worksheet 16, 'To Be
Powerful Is . . .," as closure to
Unit 4.



UNIT 4

Variations in Response to Unit

1. The following are significant percentages of various populations
why, during the pilot project, chose to:iMplement a behavior change
in the area of "Power: New Alternative Styles for Women":

Fifty-eight percent of all workshop participants

Seventy-five percent of all pfofessional-and administrative women

Fifty-two percent of the student (graduate and undergraduate)
participants °

2. The activities on power were viewedby 60 percent of all participants
as being the most valuable segment of the workshop.

3.. The following are significant percentages of women who chose "inferior
status-and-powerlessness" as. the topics most-valuable to-them:

Forty-four percent of women in the ages 21 to 29 group-:slightly
higher than the responses of women older than that

Sixty seven percent of white ethnic minority women

4. Power was the area in which a behavior change was being implemented
by a majority (58 percent of the women, according to the follow-up
study conducted 6 weeks after the workshop).

Among-varying, age grotps,"only the ages 40 to 49 group choke to

- implement a change in an area other than power, although power

was a second choice

All racial/ethnic groups chose power for their behavior change

Ninety percent of administrative/professional women implemented
a behavior, change in the power category, with clerical /service
women ranking'sec9d

.

4
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UNIT 4
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UNIT 5: BUILDING SUPPORT SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS

a

Introduction

Most woven are not familiar with the concept of networking. It is generally
not apart of women's socialization process to develop contacts and bonds ).n
their work and educational lives. Men, on the other hand, usually learn fhe
network system at a young age, through sports and other male activities.

By means .of network mapping, this unit explores what networks are and how
-women develop a network to their advantage as students and workers. Net--
works provide women with information and resources outside themselves, with
support aid bonding ial,pale-dominated wor enVironments, and with access to

, -,sources of conciete,power.
,

Objectives

1. To conceptualize, systematically a network of peers, acquaintan
and other contacts to provide a support system for oneself as a
student and/or worker

_

2. To prepare a c d file notebook.record of one's network

4 3. To nurture, maintain, /and expand, one's network by telephone,Iletter,
social engagement, (lunch, parties), others' contacts, professional
meetings, community:actiVitieS, etc.

4.
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:Unit 5 Activities -

Warm-up:: Unit 5

Activity

1. imrRoDucrION

A

UNIT 5

Total 'tine: 15 minutes

Suggested
Description Time.

Introduce the topic of networks, de-
fining and discussing the advantages
and potential for women.

1

Review with participants the,first
two pages of Worksheet 20, "Network°

Building," and provide time for in-
formal discussion.

0

85 97
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UNIT 5' 1

Principal Activities: Unit 5 'Total time: 1b5 minutes

Suggested
Activity Description Time

page of Worksheet 20, "Network'
Review with participants the third 5 min.

11

Building," summarizing the activities
that will follow; note that'the work-
.sheet instructs participants in the '
Lsteps outlined below.

dm

1. BEINNING TRE
NETWORK

2. INITIAL LISTING
OF NETWORK

3. 'NETWORK MAPPING

4. DYADIC PROCESS-
ING OF NETWORK
MAPS

5. GROUP PROCESSING
\--OF NETWORK MAPS

6 REMAPPING THE
NETWORKS

First., ask each woman to prepare a
list identifying-those persons she

. perceives to be in"her network.

Next, instruct patticipants to begin
mapping their networks. Provide news-
print,(1 1/2' X 2'). and marking pens
for each participant. Ask each to put
her initials inthe.center of the sheet
and then to place the initials of per=
sans from her network list-about the
sheet, positioning the initials accord-
ing to the persons' closeness tOher
and to .one another. Nqw ask participants
to draw connecting lines between persons'
who know each other-(not between the
participants and the names; 'those con-
nections are assumed).

Third, instruct participants to form
dyads and consider each other's maps
(patterns, strengths, weaknesses,. etc.),
as the worksheet directs. ,Move among .
dyads to assist in this process.

.

Fourth,,lead a discussion with the
total group of the dyads' general
findings. Provide comments aid
suggestions; raise questions; and
generally stimulate an expansion
of the conceptualization of networks.

Fifth, instruct participants to map
.qut their ideal networks,on the basis
of the activities thus far. Provide
more newsprint, so that-the women can
create an ideal-network by freely and

. imaginatively redesigning their first
_maps. (Alternatively, ask participants
to draw their new networks on top of the
old, using a different-colored marking
pen.) Then have participants state a
speCific action 'they could take, as the
worksheet directs.,

86
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Activity Description

7. DYADIC PROCESS-
ING OF IDEAL
NETWORK NAPS

8. GROUP PROCESSING
OF IDEAL NETWORK
MAPS

9. WRAP -UP

on.

10. CLOSING

,

Sixth, ask,partiepants to return .

to their dyads,. to share their ideal
netwoi-ks,and discuss improvements,
additions, and the feasibility of
transfOrMing ideal into reality.

Seventh, lead a discussion with the
total group of the dyads' -findings".

Once again, provide comments and sug-
gestions; andsgenerally give support
for transforming ideal into reality.

Conclude the session with a group.dis-
cussion, of how to build,maintain
and expand networks. Offer practical
suggestions, such as (a) sending fol-
low-up letters to recent acquaintandes
who might be network prospects; (b)
attending conferences with the express
idea of aking network contacts; and,.
(c) keeping a.directoryi,of network con,-

tacts b use of a card file or notebook:

Review the first `page of Worksheet 20,
summarizing for participantg what net-
works are;_ how they function; and how
to organize, operate, and expand a
network to one's advantage as a woman.

Ask each woman towrite her response
to each item on Workshe 21, 'I Sex'
Role Stereotype Mys Wen I . . ."

Finally, ask each woman to make a state-
ment for herself in closing. The,state-
ment should pertain.to a skill gained;
an insight clarified; or a verbal recog-
nition of a, specific behavior (past or
future) that utilizes networking to
eliminate sex-role stereotyping of
self.

C
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UNITS

Variations in Response to Unit

During the pilot prgject, the following variations were significant as par-
ticipants chose behavior changes:to implement.

1. The student grdup selected a networking behavior more often-than
other groups in the population did.

oft

2. Networking was the second most frequently preferred change among
racial minority women.

V
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NIT 6: BEHAVIOR CHANGE AND IMPLEMENTATION

e. Introduction
.

This is the crucial unit, because it helps each woman to choose the one
behavipr or aCtivityshe.desires to engage in, as she begins removing the
internalized barriers she has erected against her equal standing as a libman
being in society. Each woman's choice is made from the array of attitudes,
values, and behaviors she has exploted and experimented with in the group
setting:

< .

10

There are no set rules about making changes; each participant can choose the
'way that is best for he.- Changing begins with one new behavior, and the
participant can begin sliowly,'but specifically.' The more specific the par-
ticipant's' plan to change, the greater her likelihood of success.

Objectives

behavior1. l'ostaee verbally one specific behavior change to implement in
daily life, as a'worker'and/or student, that reflects a choice out-
side the stereotypic female sex-role definition

2. To put into practice the specific behavior' change chosen, in order.
to provide freedom from seX-role stereotyping of self, and in order
to remove an internal barrier to equality

V

er
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UNIT 6

Unit 6 Activities

Warm-up: Unit 6 Total time: 30 minutes

Su este
Activity -Description ime

1. WORKSHOP REVIEW Begin the unit by reviewing briefly 20 min.
all the issues that have been pre-
sented in the workshop. Then lead an
informal discussion with participanti,
providing an opportunity for clarifica-
tion and integration, of the topics

I

covered.

C

Explain to partidipants that this unit
will reconsider the change model and that
the focus will now be placed on the man-
ner iri which each woman can implement

the workshop experiences in her life as
a worker and/or student. Point out that
the women will be asked to begin consid-k
ering specific behavior changes they can
make to remove internal barriers to their
own equality. Tell participants that each
woman will reexamine her workshop materi-
als ati the responses she has recorded
throufRout each'unit.

2. SUGGESTIONS FOR Offer suggestions for potentialbehav- 10 min.
CHANGE for changes. emerging from the work-

shop experiences, and ask the women
to add other suggestions of relevance.
A major task you have during; all of
the activities of Unit 6 is working
to refine all suggestions and ideas
for impledientation into specific and
measurable behaviorchange. Avoid
letting-participants(Make general
statements, such as "I want to feel
good about myself," or "I want to make,
choices with myselas central rather
.than others." EriCourage specificity.



UNIT 6

Principal,Activities: Unit 6 Total time: 90 minutes

Suggested
Activity Description Time

1. CLARIFYING THE (Ask the large group to form dyads, 10 min.
-CHOICES IN DYADS 4 providing each women with an oppor- .

unity to explore further and clarify
with anothpr woman a relevant behavior
she could choose.

Move among the dyads, offering guid-
ance and support when they are requested
or needed here and during,the following
two steps. .

2: COMPLETING THE Describe and discuss Worksheet 22,
WORKSHEET "Using What I Have Learned toward

Freeing Myself," and its purpose,
emphasizing,,,again the goal of stating
a specific behavior that is observable
and measurable to theNindividual
wpm Then asic participants to com-
plete the worksheet.

3. DYADIC PROCESSING Ask each woman to share with her part- 15 min.
OF WORKSHEET 22 ner her recorded response to Worksheet

22-. Instruct the partners to assist
each ocher with hny,clarification,
expansitn, or:Modification needed to
make the behavior,change relevant,
workable, and satisfying.

4. LARGE -GROUP Return the dyadsjo,the large group 20 min.
PROCESSING OF when they have 'Completed the.imple-
WORKSHEETS mentatiOn worksheet.

Ask each woman to make a statement to
the total group about the behavior
changc she will implement and the Steps,
obstacles, time schedule, and rewards
she has' decided upon.

Invite participants to provide informal
feedback on each statement: This pro-,
cess'will help strengthen each woman's
commitment to change and heit reinforce
her chojce, through the verbal support
of others with-whom,she has shared the
entire workshop experience.

15 min.
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A

ActiVity

5. WRAP-Uk

6. CLOSING

Description.

UNIT 6

Suggested
Time

Next, present a summary of the 5 mini.
workshop. Remind all participants
that once the specific behavior
selected is well in place, another
behavior change--from the array of
thOse explored--can then be imple-
mented, using the process' learned
in this'unit: .

Make a closing statement of your '10 min.
choosing to the group as a whole.
Then give each woman the opportunity
to do the same for hefself, providing
closure to the entire experience..

7. EVALUATION Distribute the evaluation instrument 15 min.
from pages 14-18 or one of your own

Y design., Ask the women to fill it out
.

and return it to you before they leave;

1

6
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UNIT 6

Variations in Response to Unit

1. During the pilot project, clerical and service workers regarded
the information on implementation for behavior change as being the
most helpful.and important of all the materialS7provided in the.
workshop.

'2. Administrative, managerial,'and professional women regarded these
materials as .being the least important;

3: When participants were ranking the most important topics, covered in
the workshop., "implementing change in our lives" was the issue
selected third' most frequently by the total populatibn attending.

4. When participants were rankqlg the most important topics covered
in the workshop in the follow -up study, 6 weeks afterthe workshop
ended, "implementing change" was selected as the most important
issue; "devaluing of self" being second.

t

t
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Further Readings

.1
UNIT 6

44

4.
Bem; S. 'The Measurement of Psychological Androgyny." Journal of Consulting

and Clinical Psychology 31 (1975):634-643.

Rebecca, M.; Hefner, R.; and Oleshansky,,B. "A Model of'Sex-Role Transcendence. ".
Journal of Social Issues 32.(1976):197-206.

Sargent, A. G. (td.). Beyond Sex Roles. St. Paul, Minn.: West Publishing,
1977.
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PART IV:

WORKSHOP MATERIALS'

Part IV of this manual contains all the materials to be used or
distributed' during the workshop itself. The terials are arranged
in two major sections: (a) the suggested,wa heetS, to be pi-Ay
pared and displayed by.warkshop leaders as instructe in Part-II ,

and (b) the set o. twenty -two vlorksheets, to be .d icated and
distributed to participants as..indicated.in Part II. In addi-
tion to these materials; Part 1V contains an e ensive biblio-
graphy, which workshop leaders may or may no ish to distribute
to participants; depending on the nature,of. he particular. group.

:SUGGESTED WALLSHEETS

-0.

/
(

On the following pages are Wall;heetS 1-22.

:4
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WALLSHEET 1: SEX-ROLE SOCIALIZATION MODEL*

Cultural norms and
Current situational

4economic-political
factors: discriminatory

r

realities
practices, peer influences,

A
etc.

Socialization: modeling

and tuition by parents,

school, etc.

B

.
.4

*
A'From M. B. Smith, "A Map for"the Analysis of Persqnality and Politics," Journal of Social Issues 24

(1968):15-28.

Personal attitudes

and values

D

Behavior: education,

vocation, and family

E
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WALLSHEET 2: CHANGE MODEL/*

C 0 M U )(4C 1 1 0 ON

New verbal and nonverbal styles

SELF -t,S,TEEM
Expanded and positive

self-conCepts

RULES
New and changing expectations

and "shoulds"

t

,T A K I N,G R I S kS

New bejiaviors and skills

*
Adapted from a theory developed by Virginia SatiT; in Making,Contact (Millbrae, Calif.: Celestial Arts, 1976).
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WALLSHEET 3: STEREOTYPIC. BEHAVIOR TRAITS

Feminine Items

Cheerful
Does not use harsh

language
Gentle
Gullible
loves children
Sensitive
Shy
render
Warn

Stereotypic Adjectives)

° Masculine Items

Aggressive
Ambitious
Competitive
Dominant

.Forceful

Individualistic
Self-reliant
Strong personality
Willing to take risks

Neutral Items

Conceited
Friendly
Happy
Jealous.
Likable
Sincere
:Truthful

Unpredictable

Comparison of Female- and Male-Valued Items2

Female-Valued Items
4

Feminine Pole

Very aware of feelings ofothers
Very gentle

Very strong,need for security
Easily expresses tender feelings
Very cadiet

Feminine Pole

Not at all aggressive
Very submissive
Very sneaky
Not at all self-confident
Not at all independent"i

Masculine Pole

Not at all aware of feeling of others
Very rough ,

Vey little need for security.
Does not express tender feelings at all
Very loud

Male- Valued Items

Masculine Pole

Very aggressive
Very dominant
Very direct
Very self-confident
Very independent.

1 -S. L. Dem, "Psychological Androgyny," in A. G. Sargent (Ed.), Beyond Sex
Roles (St. Paul, Minn.: West Publishing, 1977).

21. K, Broverman, D. M. Broverman, F. E. Clarkson, P. S. Rosenkrantz, and S. R.
Vogel, "Sex-Role Stereotypes and*Clinical Judgments of Mental. Health,'
Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology 34 (1970):1-7.
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11ALLSHEETS4- PERSONALIZING SEX-ROLE SihREOTYPING OF SELF

Note for worksho
eighteen stateme
print.

ers: Prepare one wallsheet for each of the following
placing each statement at the top of a sheet of news-:

1. I feel bit en I . .

2. I am aware ha I am sex-role stereotyping myself when
. .

...

3. I like my egt when I . . .

4. I let oth ake charge in situations when . . .

4

.. I am mos e co ortable with my body when . . .

6. I Smile d 4m polite when . . .

7. I take TO in situations when . .

8. 4gressl hayior is appropriate for me when 110

9. An adjec that best describes a women in her twenties is
. .

10. An adjec that best describes a woman in her thirties is . . .

11. An. adjec ve that best describes a woman in, her forties is . .

12. An adjec ive that best describes a woman in her fifties is . .

13. Ari adjec vet best describes a woman in her sixties is .

.

14: An adjec vethat bes describes a woman in her seventies' is
. . r

15. An adjec ve that best describes a woman in her eighties i8 .

'16. I feel h pless when . . .

17. I feel adylike" when .

18, I feel sto ed, res-4ricted, or discouraged when I .
k

.r
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NALLSHEET 22: MESSAGES

Record any messages you recall having received that told you how you were
(or are) to be, to behave, or to become as a woman.. Below. are some examples.

.,"Don't trust a woman."

"You need an'education to fall back on in case something happens to
11your husband."

0- 4

: "Don't beat the boys--let them win!" .

"Your brother has always been-betterat math than you have. He is
so logical."

"I could understand it:-if you were a boys"

woman should-give 100 percent of herself in whatever sh>e does."

"Why get all dressed up fors bunch of women?"

"She's an old maid, and you know how difficult they are to get along

'The way you are dressed, you will never find a husband."'

WO SHEETS 1-22 (Intructional Packet for Pailticipants)

On the following pages are Worksheets 1-24.

4..,
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WORKSHEET 1:

FREEING OURSELVES--WORKSHOP INTRORUCTION

. .
By the time a woman reaches adulthood, the process of sodializatimhas led
her to internalize certain attitudes and Values, which me then translated
into her behavior by daily and life choices.

This process begins at the societal level. Cultural norms provide the pre-
,scription for what is appropriate behavior for both women and men. Parents,'
schools, churches, community organizations, family structures, etc., all pro-
vide the modeling and training whereby the prescriptionsare learned.' Through
myriad subtle and obvious experiences, the cultural rules prescribing what ds
sex-appropriate behavior for women now become the personal attitudes and aspira-
ions of each girl and woman.

s .

Each woman has acquired, through socialization, a set of attitudes, beliefs,
choices, and behaviors that are consistent with the sex role she is expected
to play in her society. Each woman has incorporate1 the feminine sex-role

.stereotype as her own. 0
-,

.
,

)
This sex-role belief system has been internalized, unconsciously, as a fact of
life. A woman accepts the restrictions it places on her self-development as
normal and not to be questioned. -External forces, such as institutions using
discriminatory practices, operate to maintain the traditional sex -role belief
system and typically inhibit, any nontraditional role choices and behaviors.

) .

The purpose of this workshop is to provide a setting in which a woman can:

explore and review the belief system she ,holds

consider alternative ways of viewing herself

consider alternative behaviors for herself and other women

expl26 ot ways of 'being" that do not fit the prescription she
has learned

,

This workshop:can be an experience from which you as a woman can gain a dif-
ferent sense of self, can reappraise the myths and.,rules of your life and your
place in the world, can reaffirm your goals, and can explore and experiment
with new,skil4, and behaviors as available options in your daily life as a
student and/oi'! worker.
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. First 'Day

7:00°p.m. 9:00 p.m...
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, . .

. WORKSHEET 2:

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

Unit 1: Women .and Sek-Role Stereotyping
of Self c.

Second Day
.,.

8:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. Unit 2: Devaluing Outselves

10:30 a.m. -, 10:45 a.m. Break

10:45 a.m.- 12:45.p.mt

12:45 Raj!. 2:00.p.m.
I

2:00ep.m. 4:00 p.m..,

Third- Day
, ;,.,

8:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m.

,
a

4 Unit Lowered, Aspirations

Lunch
.,

)

, -*

a

Unit 4- Power: New Alternative Styles
. .-4

for Wothen,

s

6,0

Unit 5: Building Support Systems and
Networks

. ,-----
'IP 10:30..a.m. - 10:45 a.m. Break

10:45- a.m: 12:45.p..E.

,

4

i
4

41.

Snit 6: Behavior chnge and. Implementation
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'WORKSHEET. 3:

SUBJECT MATTER
)

The workshop is divided into'six basic units, each of which\ is given a 2 -hcUr
time span.. .°

. ) -----

,Ui.it 1: Womell and Sex-Role Stereotyping of Self -
, -

.
. ,

This unit introduces participa4s to the topic of'sex.-sold s4eTero....
typing of, self and 'its impact on each incliyidual,/s attitudes, values, '
and behaviors. The unit makes pse of the fallowing' materials:

,

Fact sheets

.
.,>

Wallsheets depicting the sex -sole socialization process
I

* -/

Adtivitylhallsheets ,

Unit 2: Devaluing Ourselves
P

This unit begins the proceSs of foeu&ing on specific forms of sex -role
/ stereotyping of self. Participants explore their acceptance; of the

. Wgnt:levleewconlid!=:TIZi=s. 11:11a= illit1::!el'andr'vTge:hat\) &
. - . reflecting this devalued status as beinginatural for females are ex

Oored through role playing and group discussion.

,

Unit 3: towered Aspirations

The focus of this unit is on the lifetime pate ns of women. When
compared withmen of equal.. intellectual ability, women end to choose
careers that are lower the qccupational hierarchy and that require
less education, less' training, less commitment, and less responsibility.

-Unit 4: Power: New. Alternative Styles for Women-

This un4: devotes special attention to the nature of power and self-
determination, and their internalized meanings for women as a result
of the soci1lization process. Verbal and nonverbal behaviors that'
.denote powerlessness and are leaTned by. women, aszwell as alternatiire
form of behavior available to-women; are explored.

Unit 5: Building .Support Systems and Networks

NetwOrks can provide women with information and resource4.outside
themselves; with support and bonding in finale-dominated work environ-
ments; and with access to spl4D6s of concrete power.. By/means of
network mappi this unit explores what networks are and how'women
can develop-A network to their advantage ;as students and/orogorkers. 4

4
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WORKSHEET 3

(continued).

Unit 6: Behavior Change,and Implementation

This is the crucial unit, as it helps each woman to Choose the
one behavior or activity she desires to engage in, as she begins
removing the internalized barriers she has erected against her
standing asan equal person in society. Her choice is made from
the array of attitud s, alues, and behaviors s& has explored
and exp4rimented wi ring the workshop.

at%
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, WORKSHEET 4:.

FACT SHEET--WOMEN ANT) SEX -ROI4 STEREOTYPING OF SELF

(For use in Unit 1)

Socialization is the gradual learning of attitudes, Acalues, and'behaviors
appropriatto one's biological sex and to-one's sex role in society.

One effect of female socialization is a woman's readiness to modify
her behaVior to suit, the expeftations and reactions of others- -espe-

-' the expectations and reactions. of males who are perceived as
being hostile-to_competitive, self-assertive, and self-expansive
women (Rosen and Ateshensel, 1976).

Womerrholding traditional values generally believe that a woman
should not achieve recognition greater than4at- of her spouse or
other significant men in her life (Lipman-Blumen, 1972):

Some women adjust their'behaviors to their own internalizewl sex-role
stereotypes when they are confronted with the conflict of Atherrex-
pressing their competencies and succeeding in achievement situations
or retaining the feminine.iMage they hold. This conflict is 'referred
to as the "fear of success." Women expect that success will be folL -

lowed by negative consequences, either,inthe form of, extertal rejec-
tion by others or in ,the form of a sense of a slipping away of their
own femininity (Horner, 1972).

.Some females, needing to be view e4 as felW.nine, reject,or.ge'anxious.
about certain behaviors and charkcteristics they associate with mas9--
linitx, e.g., independence, assertiveness, competence, competitiveness,
leadership, ppwer,-or, aggressiveness (lLayuch, 1976). .

A woman's career choice may be 'related to her perceptions of how men
view the ideal female (Hawley, 1971).

's A review of the "fear of-success" studies suggests that the fear may
be not,of success, but of "sex-role deviance" (Tresemer, 1974).

A
Cross-cUltural sex-role soeializatibn,studies show that boys are
pressured to behave as.agents, doing and-competing, whereas girls
are encouraged to behave (a) through Communicating with others and
(b) through reflecting, talking, aft reacting to outside stimuli :

6 (Block, 1973).

A review of theAiterature on sex-role socialization contlwies that
`girls are not encouraged to become independent. They are "protected"

more than boys are and explore the environment less.than boys do;. r,

therefore -they continue to be dependent, on adplts to solve their 1

problems (Hoffman, 1972). .,
,

Mental.health clinicians judge the "healthy adult female" to be more
submissive, less independent, less adventurous, more easily influenced,- ,
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WORKSHEET 4

(contitied)

c

.c

less aggressive, More "excitable in a minor crisis," more concerned
about appearance, and less objectiyg; to have feelings that.are
mote easily hurt; and to have a greater dislike of math and science
than the healthy adult or the healthy adult male. To be a healthy
adult, then, a woman must deviate from the stereotype of the,healthy4
female (Braverman et al., 1972),

Three studies found that an aggressive-female and a passive malt were
rated as liked and more "in need of therapy" than an aggressive,
male and a passive female (Costrich et al., 1975).-

Me.
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WORKSHEET 8:,

FACT SHEET--GROUPS WITH DIFFERING. NEEDS: MINORITY WOMEN

(For use in Unit 1)

1

A common experience` shared by minority women is oppression. Minority women
suffer dual discrimination, AsItembers of aminofftyand"gs women, and this
affects 'them materially, physically, and psychologically.

Many minority wbmen, feeling a strong bond to theii%families, find
their own cultural values in conflict with the issue of woman's-de-
velopment of independente and potentiaHart.,

10
1977).

Stereotypes abol minority"Women abound, e.g., -.(a) they all live in
povett7,- (b) they are undereducated, and (c) they are underemployed.

't Further, stereotypes exist about specific groups: Latinas are pas-
sive,, dependent mother figures; Black,women are aggressive or matri-
archal; Asian-American women are docile, gubmissive.eand sexless
(or the opposite--exotic, sexy; and diabolical) (Hart, 1977).

'A review of'studies of the implications of career counseling for
lower social classes and.women found that people from lower classes-
of whatever ethnic background--typically and unrealistically perceive
that they have fewer options in their environment than libbple from
middle and upper classes do (Farmer, 1978).

0.

Many Black women perceive racial oppression as being_much more basic
to theirlives than sexual oppresslgn. They trace many'of theirprob-
lems to being black;to the sociat'structure,-which is racist and
denies power to-Black men; and to the Black community's economic real
ities, which have never permitted the rigid division-of sexual activ-
ities, spheres, and roles found in the white community. Black women
have never had the luxury of being full time homemakers of of living
in suburban domesticity (Chafe, 1977).

.0:

Discrimination against Black women.is.double and is a'common;debilitat-,
ing factor for many Black women. ,In a few instances, however, among
Black professional women, such discrimination forms the basis for
unusually high motivation (one in ten Black females holds a profes-
sional position) (Epstein, 1973):

, -

,

In Asian families, the roles of women and men have, traditionally been
well-defined. The:development of the male has been supportedby the-
family, with the female .delegated-to a lower status. The status of
Asian-American women has greatly improved over time, 'but t'he'se women
still strive to overcome an unequal status in their own culture, as
well as in society as large (Fuj itomi and Wohg, 1976).

The lives of Native American women differ greatly from tribeto tribe -

Historically, there has been a tendency for many Native American women
tohave great individual freedom Within their tribal life qnd to

109
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increase in value in their society as they age. A look at the educa-
tional, occupational, and health statistics of Native American women
in the 1970s; however, reveals the inequality they experience in their
lives today (Witt, 1976).

Puerto Rican women experience numerous problems that are reflected in
thq circumstances of their social, economic, and educational life.
These problems include differences in customs (the traditionally
strong family ttructure); racial inequality; and often a limited
knowledge of the dominant culture's language, English (Hart, 1977).

Latinos/Latinas are often thought of a single cultural group, as they
historically share similarities in language, values, and traditions.
They are, however, a highly heterogeneous cultural group and are cur-
rently the second laigest minority in the United States (Ruiz and
Padilla, 1977). -.

°
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WORKSHEET 6:

FACT SHEETWOMEN AND AGING

(Fdr use in Unit 1)

Although.all of us, female and male, stiffer the pangs of growing older in a
society that puts a premium on youth, women suffer more discrimination and
more pain because of age than men do. In the area of aging, the double stan- .

dard for women and men is so strong and subtle that it is rarely even ques-
tioned. So pervasive is our society's preference for youth in women that
much of the discrimination occurs unconsciously, both within us internally
and from the external World.

Aging for women is a complekity of biological, social, economic, and
psychological processes interacting throughout adulthood.

Age limits for life's activities are usually set earlier for women
than for men. Women, for example, are expected to marry earlier;
they are expected to be having children while men are expected to
be getting jobs (Troll and'Nowak,-1977):.

Youth is the prime time for good looks as concerns women. A dramatic
.decline in physical attractiveness- -from the youthful beauty to the \

,wrinkled old woman--is assumed for a woman's middle years (Neugarten
and Gutmann, 1968).

By middle age; women are viewed as being at the tail end of their
responsibilities, since traditionally they are. seen as being involved
principally with child rearing and pushing the young out of the next
'(Troll and Nowak, 1977).

Those women who assume the traditional ieminine roie (of homemaker,
of staying married, of not, being overly aggressive)--who "buy" the 41

traditional norms- -are also those women who respond with depression
in their middle years (Bart, 1976).

Many conclusions about menopause--the myth of menopause--have been
drawn from clinical observations an,1 be generalized to the
entire population. Women in thgii fo ties and fifties expect meno-
pause to occur and therefore see it as a normal and natural event,
view it as inevitable, take it in stride, and regard its Symptoms'
as temporary (Neugarten, 1977).

Older women have been socialized in ways different from those of
younger women in the culture today. Not only have older women been
raised by different standards, but they have lived out that process
for decades (Sommer, 1974).

Today, women in middle and,older adu'thoo& are confronted with soci-
etal .cbanges_that are bringing-their way-Of-life-tO an abrupt end,
regardless of their social or economic status.
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WORKSHEET 6

'(continued)

The life experiences of adult women vary among age groups; such dif-
ferences require that we not compare women born variously in the
1910s, 1920s, 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s. Troll (1975) states that this
"generational effect" is the result of varying cultural conditions
affecting the socialization of each age group.

For single women, aging holds its unique-problems: being lifelong
workers, lacking the support systems of'the nuclear family structure,
resisting the pressures to. marry, being viewed as deviants because
of their single status, facing retirement along, and often being
burdened with the care of aging parents (married siblings "do not
have the time you have").
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WORKSHEET 7:

SOMErYS IN WHICH WE RESTRICT OURSELVES

Adhering to the rules and "shoulds" of being female that we once
learned

Accepting inferior status as being natural-
.

Devaluing ourselves and a ll women

Often feeling andacting as if we were:incompeten

Lowering our aspirations' .0

Using indirect power, personal power, and helples,,behavior

Not using and,Rot.respecting the power we have--not getting power

Accepting responsibility-for failure, but not for success

Limiting our 4'"space" and letting it be invaded

4
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WORKSHEET 8:

FACT SHEET--DEVALUING OURSELVES

(For use in Unit 2)

J

Women of all ages typically underestimate their campetence_and devalue their
accomplishments. Incompetence is implied solely by virtu6of being female.

Studies show that both menand women view women's traits.andabili-
ties as inferior. Many women accept this inferior state as natural
(Broverman et al., 1972).

A review of studies found that high "femininity" scores correlated
with low self-esteem ,(Baruch, 1973)%

Giils' self-esteem goes down with age, whereas boys' self-esteem
'fluctuates, rising significantly above girls' by grade 10 (Bohan,
1973).

A review and interpretation of causal attribution studies and theories
found that female failure to achieve is more often attributed to in-
ternal factors than to external constraints. Success is attributed
to external causes, such as luck;. as a-result, there is a lack of
reinforcement of the,person's present efforts and potential future
performance. Failure is viewed as the result of one's'nwn short-
comings,comings, and "e blame becomes a female's total burden (Frieze et
al., 1975).

In a study of high-school-age girls, successful males and unsuccessful
females were rated as being more acceptable people than either success-
ful females or unsuccessfulnales. Males were,seenas being personally
responsible for success.,, females were blamed for failure (Feather and
Simon, 1975).4:

/'
' In a study of a small-group problem-solving situation, women had more
.difficulty in getting a solution accepted by the group, regardless
of the subject of the problem. Males talked more than females and

4 were chosen as leaders more often. than females, especially by women
in the group (Altemeyer and Jones, 1974).

o. Professional articles attributed to female authors have been rated,
by both women and men, as being less'significant than those attri-
buted to male authois (Goldberg, 1968).
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WORKSHEET 8

(continued)
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WORKSHEET 9:

ROLE PLAYING SITUATIONS
1

Look over the situations below, and select one that is Significant for you
in yoyr life as a student or worker. You will have an opportunity to role
,play some new behaviors.that are possible for you in the situation you chobre.

1. Needing to do a super Sob on Oerything to be certain of my'compe-
tence, I (state situatibn,

2. I am in a meeting,with, women and men. .I feel that one of the women
is, incompetent, and I

3. I have donean excellent j Oand, receiving fto appreciation from
my employer (or recei ng a low grade), I

4. Im in a meeting with women and men. I feel thatone of the women
is competent, and I

6."

Lam in a situation in which I need to "sell myself" to get
or a position I want. I It

I was told I did a good job, and I

a job

7. When asked to do a task I don't wish to do, I

8. I am to blame for an inferior task'
and I handle this,by

9. I am asked by an employer (or
esting special projett, but I
or it.

a professor) to work on a very inter-
haye no time in my hectic schedule

oR

4
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WORKSHEET 10:

i*

I SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPE MYSELF WHEN I .

Use this communication style:

a. Verbally:'--

Nonverbally:

2.' Adhere to this rule, or "should," for myself:

3. Use this behavior:

4

4. View myself as:

I ,

I-

117
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WORKSHEET 11:

FACT SHEETLOWERED ASPIRA TIONS

(For use in "Unit 3).

c.
,

Women typically underestimate
,

their competence and devalue their accomplikh-
ments. .Women who share this negative view of self seelewer occupations and
lower levels in the job hierarchy as being appropriate for them, .and they
see their-lives, aq- ambitions as workers-as,eing less important'tharrmen's.

, Women often believe that-they sh6ld achieve, success'vicariously,
'through their husbands or through significant others;they often
hold low educational and career *aspirations for-themselves (Lipman-
Blumen, 1972).

1

A study of sex-role socialization indicates that the goalsof femi-
ninity and intellectual competence are not thesame. Since intellect

/
tual competence has not beep viewed as essential for females, the
issue of'how to rear feMales to achieve maximum intellettual.compe-

Arc
tense is unclear (4herMan, 1976).. .
Women typically have lowgr expectations for success than men have
and are more likely than men to assume personal responsibility for
failure. At the same time, if women are successful, they tend to
attribute their success to an external cause, such as luck.

p

Women ar e asked to demonstrate competence In a wide range of roles--
female roles as Weil as occupational roles--in order to be tonsidered
successful, whereas males are expected to be successful primarily in
their occupational doles. This multiple-role achievement pinits
women to accomplish, less than men in their occupational roles and
still to be a success (e.g., "She is a-good mother," "agood,,cook,"
Van attractive woman ") (Kundsin, 19719.

/
. .

When'men visualize a career, they see it as a series of ,jobs/pro-
gressing and leading. upward over a long period of time,'witiPletogni-
tion and rewards as the motivating force. Women are caught.in-the
here and now, focusing on detail's of the currentoituation and on
excellence of performance now--not on the significance of the now
as it relates to the Icing -term plan (Hennig and Jardim, 1977),.

It has been found that the holdingof traditional' sex-role values
hasa significant relationship to the low level of aspirations a
woman hds in her education,'income, and work choices (Parsons etl.,
1975),. '

Even when it is routinely expectdd that a young'girIyill take a fOb
when she is first out of high school or college, she is usually not
expected tb carve out a career or to rise to a position of wealth
and-power. Women inherit wealth;'they seldom make it themselves.
And.the woman who does make it is considered something of an oddity
(Epstein, 1970),- n
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(continued)
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WORKSHEET 12:

TAKING A LOOK AT MY GOALS AND ASPIRATIONS OVER A LTFETIME.

o

8.4N

How much do the "shoulds" you learned about being a woman affect your goals and aspirations over yourlifetime? How much do they affect what you aspire to?

/ 4Take same time now to consider a woman's life, and fill in the columns below with what a woman "should"btdoing with her time and energy. in her twenties her thirties, her forties, her fifties, and her sixties.

Twenties

C

6

.

Thirties

O

Forties

411

Fifties' Sixties

(-
Look over the lifetimeactivities and tasks you have completed.

1. What significant facts 'stand out for you?

2. What patterns are you aware of?
,

t

r

c
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WORKSHEET 12

(continued)

Next, consider yourself and your present and future life. What could you aspire to, and what would youlike to do with your life, as an adult woman and as a worker?

Fill in the columns below wi-41 what, ideally, you would like to be doing with your time'and energy inyour twenties, your thirties, your forties, your fifties, 'and your sixties.,

TWenties ThirtieS Forties Fifties Sixties

q45

Look over the lifetime activities and tasks you would like to invest yourself in.

A 1. What significant facts stand out for you?

2. What patterns are you aware of?
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WORKSHEET 12

continued)

Now, compare your "should"i responses (first page)with your "ideal" responses
(second page). What are the

differences? \

.Similarities?

other significant facts?

,Being a Goal tter

T ake a look at your responses on the second page and at what you could aspire
to and reach for over your lifetime. Remember, reality comes out of hopes,
aspirations, and planning. You can get to where you want to be as an adult

'and as a worker, but doing so does require planning and goal setting.

Planning means going beyond the typical 6-month, annual, or 2-year goals and
setting up a life plan. Establish your goals to fulfill your dreams and
aspirations over your lifetime. \

Some helpful advice:

gpals. State each goal, in very specific terms.

a. Keep goals high, but realistic.

c.

3. Change your' goals when cirgpmstances change; be flexible.-o

4. Always set etime frame -in which to achielle your goals.

5. Set minirkoals'i as stepping stoned to your goals.

6. Always consider the time and energy to bednvested in achieving
goals, including t°he obstacles to be overcome.

7 in terms of short-term, intermediate, and long-term goals..

8. Reevaluate yoUt'goals at least once a year, revising and resetting
,them as necessary and appropriate.

9. Take immediate action on goals. Don't get lost or lose momentum.

se

I
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WORKSHEET 12

(continued)

Review your "ideal" lifetime page, and begin goal sett
short-term (6-12 months) goals for yourself:

List some intermediate (1-5 years) goals for yourself:

List some

,f

List some long-term (5, 10, 20, 30, 40-years) goals for yourself:

0

4
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r

3,

1. Use this communication style:

a. Verbally:

b. Nonverbally:

2. Adhere to this rule, or."should," for myself:

lR

0

WORKSHEET 13:

I SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPE MYSELF WHEN I . . .

O

3. Use'this behavior:

4. View myself as:,

139
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/ . WORKSHEET 147'

FACT 'SHEET--WOMEN AND POWER

Women have beelfthut out-of the male aristocracy, in which a few have power
greater than that of the many, but in which all members, as men,-have more
power than almost all women do. This concept holds true even of upper'-class,
women 1440, although they may have the illusion of power or access to the ear
of power br some derivative power in noneconomic ways, have little direct or
real power (Chesler and Goodman, 1976).

..

:

\
,

Sex-role stereotypes are linked to power. stereotyping of-interactive
styles in daily life according to gender leads to unequal positions'
inthe'society and keeps the power structure in place. Women and men
are expetted to use power-styles in human interactions differently,.
and the styles assigned to women leave them powerless. The dimen-
sions of power are as follows: 0

Appropriate fa4rWomen
\

Personal power
Indirect .poWer

Helpless power

(JohnsOn, 1976).

Appropriate for Men

Concrete power
Direct power
Competent power

Girls are seen as being more'fragile and more in need of help than
boys. Girls are helped more than boys are, and thus are socialized
for dependence. Parents seem to pay more attention to boys' achieve-
ment behavior and to girls' h 1plessness (Maccoby and Masters, 1970).

w A stratification system exis in the society, ranking individuals,
and groups of individuals'in erns of their value. This system places
males in roles that are more highly valued than those of females are,
and it gives men almost ekclusive access to,the entire range of re-

'soUrces available in the society (Lipman-Blumen, 1976).

Power, not gender,-is primary. But if power is defined as masculine,
then nonpowerful males identify with and support powerful males,
rather than joining.with nonpowerful females (Janeway, 1974).

In a review of sex typing and socialization, the view is supported
that females are socialized for dependence, males for achievemeAt
and autonomy (Mischel, 1970).

A

Sources of male power are reported.to
stereotypes--men's high status in the
tise, brute force, and control of the
the society (Polk, 1974).

125 1 4 0

include the norms'of sex-role
society, their ascribed exper-
options and reinforcers of
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WORKSHEET 14

I
, (continued)

.......i

i
, ,

White males, withipthe racist/sexist power structure, are able to
control important decisions by their control of economic, political,
and technocratic resources (Terry, 1974).

When overt power is not available, and when expressing oneself honest-
ly and openly is denied, then-covert and manipulative power is all
that is left.The problem is as follows: although playing out the
stereotype is 'one means of getting one's way, doing so perpetuates
powerlessness;'and the systein prevails (Chafe, 1977).

The redistribution n of a small portion of societal resources is occur-
ring. Wame are beginning to demand and receive legal power, which
gives them access to. educational, occupational, and financial re-
sources, which, in turn, allows other women to perceive them as con-

. trollers of some resources. Thus, women are bpginning to form a new
world of their own. The occurrence of women turning to women for sup-
port and assistance is becoming more commonplace (Lipman-Blumen, 1976).
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WORKSHEET 1S:

FACT SHEET2-SEX-TYPED BEHAVIORS AND POWER

(For use in Unit 4)

Sek-role stereotypes function on a nonverbal as well as a herbal level and
actively perpetuate traditional sex roles. The expectation is that women
will exhibit the verbal and nonverbal behaviors associated with their sex.
Further, the role behaviors,forwomen are,ihose which communicate low status
and powerlessness.

, "-,

According to Frieze and Ramsey (1976, p. 139):

Nonverbal behaviors which communicate low status ,and
submission are precisely those crucial to attributes
of femininity. Traditional role behavior dictates
that women' take uP the smallest amount of space, speak
softly and politely, refrain from initiating prolonged
eye contact, and present an affable exterior. A woman
who.rejects these low status behaviors is often accused
of being too assertive or aggressive.

Women are taught to smile often and to speak softly, reasonably,
calmly, and deferentially (Chesler and Goodman, 1976).

Sex differences exist in terms of touch. Men ave been found to
tough others, whereas women are more likely o be touched (Henley,
1973).

/

Women ate touched more, by both men and women. In view of the fact
that individuals of higherstatus have the right to invade the spatial
boundaries of those lower in status, this becomes nonverbal communica-
tion of position and rank differences between the sexes (Frieze and
Ramsey, 1976).

Women °tall classes use a basic body language to survive economically
and socially. They communicate deference, helplessness, and maternal
concern through dress, posture, and movement (Chesler and Goodman,

4-----1976, O. 14-16).

In a reView of studies on communication styles, Deaux found that
women are more likely than men to prefer diminished distances and
more contact; men prffer greater distances and less contact. It is
suggested that these patterns relate to differences between the sexes
in the need for affiliation (being close 'to others physically,and
psyrhologically) ofrwomen and in the need for power (dominance) of
men (Deaux, 1976).
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WORKSHEET 16:

r,

To BE POWERFUL IS . . .

T
<

o experience yourself as being in the center of your own lifetime
process

To experience life as abundant--filled with expanding opportunities
available to and appr9ptiate for you and others

To make' experiences and opportunities happen for you and for others

To explore alternative attitudes, values, and behaviors and to choose
ones that fit your needs and goals

,

a

To recognize that'it is all right to exercise your power

To recognize that self-intereseis related to self-esteem and self-
respect

To-be able to identify your self-interests (goals, values, needs)
and to act on then

To be competent and to rec ze your competence
.0

To gain access to concrete re ounces, to expertise, and to the,status
systems to which power is tied

Not to be minipill ive, el, violent, or insensitive; those are
the extreme manif tation of power

.' Not to be, afraid f your own power and not to feel,guilty about your
desire for power

To take control of your own
lifetime 'goals

lifd and to - implement you present and

To be at the enter of your own lifetime process

le
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WORKSHEET 17: /-

WOMEN AND POWER- r

Sex-role stereotyping links to women forms of power that are diffetent from
those linked to men. We learn to use those forms of power which are appro-
priate to the sex role' we have learned. he power styles that we as women
use generally leave us powerless, a means of exploring.these different
forms of power, we will consider three dimensions,of power styles that wei
as women;use, as opposed to'those available to men.

Appropriate for Women

PERSONAL STYLE

Dependent on personal relation-
/ships, such as liking, loving,
and seeking approval. Sexual
influence is part of this style.

/

INDIRECT STYLE

Manipulation and other indirect
apprOaches, such as avoiding con-
frontation and engaging in
"sneaky" behaviors.

HELPLESS STYLE

° Sex-role stereotyping confers
incompetence on women. Lacking
access to concrete resources, . -

women stay with the style
learned as women,
less.

or

.-
C

Appropriate for Men

CONCRETE KYLE

Independent of relationships.
Resources are concrete and ,

tangible--money, knowledge,
physical and economic strength,
control of societal institu7
tions.

DIRECT STYLE

Aggression, assertion, confr
tation,'negotiation, compromise,
competition, alliance formation,
conflict resolution -all styles
that are direct.

COMPETENT STYLE

Sex-role stereotyping confers
competence and high status on
men. Men use the style learned
as males.

*
Based on a theory by Paula Johnson, "Wopien and Power: Toward a Theory of
Effectiveness," Journal of Social Issues 32 (1976):90110.
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WbRKS i 17

(con inued)

We will now role play some real-life situations.for.you and explore which
typef power you use and which you may prefer to use. As we do the role
playing, note below some of your own behaviors and attitudes you see in the
situation being-played dUt.

4.

S.

How might you apply is to your own life situations?

. . ,

.Note: Doh!t always expect to bb rewarded or reinforced for u sing a power.
siffe(s)22considered appropriate °nix for men. It appears that men are able
to use all six lamer styles 'as they choose, whereas women are JimitedIto
using thg three Ariestheir sex role prescribes for-them.

Use the space'below to note otfierobserVations you have ofthe role plays
.: .done in this session.

o

. S
a
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WORthEgT 18:

NONVERBAL BEHAVIORS REFLECTING POWER STYES

We communicate on several different levels. Thhugh.our words, we express
the content of our messages. At the Same time, we send several other mes-
sages nonverbally, and sometimes unconsciously, about who we, are, what we
mean, and how_we want other people to view us. Very often we do not know
the image of ourselyes .that wg project._

Various means ofsending no(erbal messages include our voice tone, facial
expression, body posture, spatial boundaries, and dress. .We are often un-
aware of the nonverbal messages that we might use in order to be viewed as
helpless or competent or in any of the other six power stylbs.

This exercise is designed to .enable you to become more aware of 6e non-
verbal messages you send that may interfere with your getting what you want.
Sametimes.it,is helpful to ask qthers for feedback on our nonverbal messages,
because often we engage in someJlehaviors without knowing what we do.

Listed below are the six poker styles we examined in the previous exercise.
Under each of these styles, list, at least four nonverbal behaviors you might
engage into let someone else know "wherelyou'recoming from."

0

Personal tyre A
Concrete' Style

-1. 1.

2. \, 2.

3. .3.

4. - 4.

Indirect Style

1.

2.

3.

4./

0
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3.
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Helpless S'le

4
Use the s ace below to note nonverbal behaviors you observe during the *le9plays this session. -

4.

WORKSHEET 18

(cpntinued)

Competent Style

1.

2. 2.

3. 3. NO6

4.

*.

Mr
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WORtSHBET 19:. ,

I SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPE MYSELF WHEN I . .

4

1. Use this; communication style:

a. Verbally:

b. Nonverbal*:

2. Adhere to this rule, or "should," for myself:

.
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,HORKSHEET 2d: .

NETWQRK BUILDING

The word network is new to most women. Generally, it.is not part of our
socialization to develop contacts and bonds in spheres ofour 'lives -

other than homemaking end child rearing,:whelve share recipes; parenting ..

ideas, consumer,tips, anclfashionmod0. To most men; networks are not new..
Men learn the network system young, through, sports and other male activities:
And*they continue to put networkingto use in the economic and political
spheres of their lives, as workers and as decision makers (in the larger so-
ciety. '

.

-'

We are,doing to explore what.fietworkg'ire and hail vireos women can .develop
them to our advantage as studentsraWor workers. Briefly', here are some
facts on networks and how they work.

.

.
.

,

...,

,

Building a network simply means'developing support system.i for mfr-
. selves in the wider wo71d:

. °
.

NetwOrks are not necessarily highly structure d and formal,. but are
more often informal groupings present for, us in our everyW life.

By developing networks; we are simply getting hold of information we
need, gaining suppOrt from our female and male peers,.and tapping
into more of the concreteresources:of society.*

iietworking is not ".using" others. It,ls an exchange for - Mutual
benefit--an exchange of information, ideas, and favors,.

...
. . .

. Most of.us have network's, are unawgre,of them, 'and. do not use what
.we have ito the fullest.

.
. 1 - %

Many networks already exist for usx such as trade organizations;
professional organizations; caucuses, br divioris withinarganiza-
tions for women; women's student organization and commissions on
the status of womnHat the local, state,.and tional levels.

.--. .

Networks can be formed where they do dot exist. We can, for example,
post a notice on a bulletin board where women meet ("Everyone who ,

is interested in the topic How-I Sex -Role Stereotype. elf as a ..

Student, please come to Friday's meeting"). ,,

er,

How do"' networks help us as women? - .,, J t
.. ,

I
,

- They'provide us with information.of many typesoand forms from re-
sources outside ourselves

. They provide us with support and bonding as women in malg-dominated
environments. \, '

..

'''',

- They, us 'with access, to resources in concrete power, ,.

la .
;

.
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WORKSHEET 20

(continued) --

Networks, once established, must be maintained andnurtured through
social contacts, phone calls, mailings, letters, and so on. Keeping
a card file or an alphabetical listing in a notebook-could provide
you with a systematic record of your network.'

a
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WORKSHEET 20

(continued)

Mapping Your Network

<

1. Make a list of the people'and/or resources (organizations, departments,.
etc) you know, or know of, that are in any way important to you in your
life as a worker and/or student. Include thoseyou already know, as well
as the people and resources you could get to know.

2.. On a sheet of newsprint, write your initials in the center, and then pro-
ceed to draw a circle -(with -initials inside) for each person/resource_on_
your list, positioning initials according to the person's closeness to y us

.

3. Draw lines connecting those who know each other in the network. Do not
draw-lines to yourself; if a name is on th, list, this connection is
assumed.

4. Look at your net work. What are you aware of? Select another person from
your group, and review your networks together.

What is apparent to you at first glance?

Now diagnose your network more carefully.

What patteins do you see?

How are you currently using your network?

How could you make better use of your network?

- What prevents you from using your network?

How could you develop and expand your, network?

5. Take another sheet of newsprint.

With all these ideas available to you, let your imaging ation flow and
map your ideal network on the second sheet of newsprint.

When you are finished, share with your partner your idealimapping.

How do you,, and how can you, maintain your network?

6. At the bottom 'of your ideal network, state one specific action you could
take to beginfruttingthis network into operation.

Az

ilodified,fram_tiaining,materials prepared by- K. Girad and J. Sweeney, WEEA
Pibject Management and Evaluation Training Workshop, February 1978, Memphis,.
Tennessee,
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WORKSHEET 21: ,

I SEX-ROLE STEREOTYPEAYSELF WHEN I . . .

1. Use this communication style!
k

a:. Verbally:

b: Nonverbally:

2. Adhere to this rule, or "should," for myself:

3. Use this'hehavior:

1

View, myself as :

138
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WORKSHEET 22:

USING WHAT I ktiAVE LEA4NED TOWARD FREEING MYSELF.

During the previous workshop sessions, you have had an opportunity to con-
sider and try out alternative behaviors for yourself. It lis now time to
review your expefiences over these 10 hours in the workshop and to choose,/
from the many

as
available', one that you want to begin implementing

in your life as a worker and/or student. Give careful consideration as you
answer the following questions.

The behavior change or activity I want to try is:

The specific steps I can take to accomplish this change are:

0

,

The obstacles (including self-sabotage) I might encounter and how I might over-
come them are as follows:

Obstacle To Be Overcome, By

O

15,1
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WORKSIIIET 22

-(confintied) ,

What I can do to get started is:

Tomorrow:

Within a week:

Within a month:

The reward I wiftgive resell when I have carried out my plan is:

140
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FILMSTRIP SCRIPT

The workshop, Freeing Ourselves: Removing Internallarriers to Equality,
Workshop for Women, is-a,small-group, 12-hour model tutriculum that aids

women in overcoming self-imposed barriers resulting from their internal
sex stereotypes.*

The format has been developed for adaptability as either a self-contained
workshop or a module included in a larger curriculum, such as a course in
counseling, psychology, or adult education.*

The.workshop has two objectives. The first objective is to provide an
intervention process to help women face directly their internal barriers
to equality. These barriers have been acquired through the female sex-role
socialization process and affect women in their educational and vocational
livegin the form 14personal attitudeg, personal values,personal behaviors.*

The second objective of the workshop is to provide a supportive learning en-
vironment where women can confront their own internalized sex-role orienta-
tion and explore other ways of being that do not fit the prescription learned
as females.*

'The workshop is designed to be facilitated'by women professionals trained as
group leaders. It is an intervention process for women which assists them
in discarding those aspects of their socialization that restrict their devel-
opment as equal members of society.*

The'main 'assumption of tile workshop's curriculum is that internal changes can
come about through experiencing opportunities to raise self-respect; changing
rules and "should's" learned as growing females; exploring alternative com-
munication styles, verbally and nonverbally; and exploring new behaviors and
activities previously viewed as inappropriate for women.*

e

All elements of the workshop are designed to encourage internal changes to
occur. They provide support, direction, information,, and organization. In
no way-do these workshop components attempt to provide authoritative instruc-
tion on how to be as a woman.*

Rather, they have been carefully structured to encourage exploration and
facilitate changes appropriate to each individual participant.*

The workshop participants
number of participants is
that the workshop belongs
to be as involved as they
cern to them.*

*
Frame changes.

are adult women 18 years and older. The optimal
12 to 18. All the 'Women participating are aware
to them. It is basically their responsibility
choose and to focus on the issues of primary con-
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'4-Participants do most of the talking, sharing, and experiential activities.
Facilitators are present only to help them by providOgdirection, infor-

.

nation, guidanee, support, and stimulus:* 4 4

The workshop applies to all women whowork or expect to work-. Some have
made poor educational or career clwices.because they knew no better.
Others have found themselves trapPffid and angry. Still others ard-ihpeded
without knowing, it, limiting their opportunities by unconscious and self-
igposedrestrictions.*

Many intellectually believe themselves tole liberated but emotionally and/
or practically are not. The workshop responds to all these groups.*

Both didactic and experiential"techniques are used. The leaders undertake
some brief lecturing and provide handouts enabling choices to be under-
stood on the basis of ,information and reason. Structured exercises provide .

the experience of translating ideas into actions, making alternative choices
meaningful.*

Without being at all therapeutic in the sense of traditional psychology, the
workshop allows pdrticipants to experiment with new behaviors on the spot
so that they may leave with some knowledge of the personal and emotional sig-
nificance of new choices.*

Thewporkshop uses two or three facilitators, each skilled in both women's is-
sueg and group processes. Many of the activities take place in smaller groups
of six to eight. Thus each group is provided direction and support by one
of the facilitators.*

;A nonauthoritarian approach is essential. The facilitators preserve a deli-
cate balance between encouraging exploration and discussion without stifling
or dominating participation. Facilitators have the responsibility for iden-
tifying problem areas, raising difficult questions and issues, requesting
participants to focuS on specific personal attitudes and behaviors, and
generally serving as a stimulus to the entire process of removing sex stereo-
typing of self by the women.*

The facilitators are trained professional's with knowledge And sensitivity
in female sex-role socializatidh issues and skills in group procedureS.*

The workshop is divided into six basic units, each of which is given a two-
hour time span. The six units are Women and Sex Steredtyping of Self;
Devaluing Ourselves; Lowered Aspirations; Power: New Alternative Styles
for Women; Building Support Systems and Netwel-ks as Women;) and Behavior
Change and Implementation.*

Unit 1, Women and Sex Stereotyping of Self. This unit introduces the
'women to the topic of sex stereotyping of self and its impact on each in-
dividual's attitudes, values, and behaviors by means of the following ac-
tivities.*

Discussion of role charts of the sex-role socialization and the change
process: Together, these processes constitute the main aSsumptionof the
workshop's curriculum.* 1.

,1
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individual responses to activity wall, sheets give participants, the chance
to' relate their own experiences anal feelings about sex stereotyping.*

Through this process, participants get to know other women in the group.*

Uni t 2: Devaluing Ourselves. :This, unit begins the process of focuSing on
specific foimS of sex stereotyping of self. Participants explore their ac-,
ceptanc'e of the societal view:that women's traits and abilities are infer-

, ior and that imen are second class. This unit's' main activiti
group discussion of the fact sheets, Tole play in,dyads or personal situations
of devaluing followed by group feedbatk of verbal and nonverbal behaviors*

and replays of the role plax situation as the participants would like to
have it happen.*

Unit 3:- Lowered Aspirations. The focus of this unit is lifetime pat erns
of women. When compared to men of equal intellectual ability, wom tend
to choose careers, lower in the occupational hierarchy, which requ e less
education, less training, less commitment, and less responsibility.*

The principal activity ofothis-unit is the discussion and completion of a
worksheet which helps participants become aware of the "should's" they've
internaAked as to what a woman's tasks and activities ought to be through
each decade of her adult years,*

.

verbally identify the ideal tasks and activities a woman wants to. be involved
in through each decade of her adult years, and set goals for self-relating
to each woman's occupational life.*

Unit 4: Power: New Alternative 'Styles for Women. This unit devotes special
attention to the nature of power and self-determination and their internalized,
meanings to women-as a result of the socialization'process. Verbal and,non-
-verbal-behdViors denoting powerlessness learned by women and'alternative.
forms availdble to them are explored.*

The main activities of the unit are: experiential presentation and discussion
of six basic power styles and the nonverbals that accompany them;*

role play in small groups of situations'in which participants have felt
prwerless, followed by feedback and discussion,*

.

and reenactment.of the role play situation with'each participant experimenting
with a different power style.*

'

Unit 5: BuilH Support,Systems and' Networks as Women. By means .of network
mapping th unit explores what networks are and how women can develop anet-
work to their advantage as students and workers. Networks provide women with
information and resources, with support and bonding in male-dominated work
environments, and with access to sources of concrete'power.*

. ,

1
This units main. activities are: the mapping of each participant's own net
work, dyadic and group processing,*and expansion of conceptualiz'tion of
networks,*

-'I.
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the remappingof each woman's network as her ideal network, and dyadic and
group processing of noted changes, and discussion of how to build, main-)
tain; and expand networks.*

Unit.6: Behavior Change and Implementaticd. This is-the crucial unit,
as it assists each woman in choosing the one behavior or activity she T7

deSires to engage in as she begins removing'the internaAzed barriers she

jhas erected to her own equa],ity as a person. Her choice is made from the
array of attitude, values, and behaviors she has explored,and experimented
with in the group setting.*

The main activities of this unit are: completio of a worksheet which asks
for the-specific behavior change each woman would lice to begin,*(

sharing wiih the total group each participant's Choice of change and the
steps, obstacles, and rewards she's decided on, and informal feedback from
the group.k

-In sum, the workshop deals directly with basic matters of attitudes, alues,
and'behaviors which unconsciously dominate choices. Its Jeaders are change
agents for the participants, but their objective is to make the participants,
change agents for themselves.*
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